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DOCUMENTARY MATERIAL 
COLLECTED REGARDING NATIONAL PUBLIC WORKS. 

I. REPORT OF THE EXPERTS. 

As stated in the introduction to the volume "National Public Works "1 the enquiry 
on national public works was undertaken in consequence of a resolution adopted by the 
Council of the League of Nations at its seventy-sixth session and a report adopted by the 
Assembly at its fourteenth session. This enquiry has produced a very considerable 
volume of documentary material obtained from the Governments of thirty-eight countries, 
relating to the public works policy pursued in those countries. (See the above-mentioned 
document and its Addendum.) . 

The Assembly of the League of Nations at its sixteenth session (September 1935), 
after taking cognisance of the material collected, asked the Communications and Transit 
Organisation to have a detailed and systematic examination of that material made by 
experts in order to enable more detailed enquiries to be pursued in this connectiOn later. 

In pursuance of this Assembly decision, the Advisory and Technical Committee lor 
Communications and Transit examined the question at its nineteenth session (November 
1935) and adopted the following resolution on the subject : 

" The Advisory and Technical Committee : 
" Emphasises the importance of the enquiry undertaken by the Secretariat into 

the question of national public works; 
"Highly appreciates the valuable co-operation of the Governments which have 

enabled the Secretariat, by the copious information they have supplied, to collect 
documentary material of the first importance in relation to public works completed, 
in course of execution or under consideration in a very large number of countries; 

"Taking note of the report of the Second Committee to the Assembly at its 
sixteenth session on the question of national public works, and of the resolution 
adopted by the Assembly on the subject : 

" Is of opinion that the examination of the documentary material by experts 
will undoubtedly prove of great value, since it will lead to conclusions of general 
interest; 

" Decides accordingly to instruct its Chairman to organise such a study by a 
small number of specially qualified experts." 

In accordance with this resolution of the Committee, its Chairman appointed the 
following three experts to undertake the examination in question : 

M. B. DJOURITCWTCH, former Deputy Minister of Communications of Yugoslavia; 
1\1. Silvain DREYFUS, Honorary President of the General Council of Roads and 

Bridges and of the High Council of Public Works of France; 
1\1. F. L. Scm.L'IlGEYANN, Chief Engineer, Director of the Netherlands 

" Rijkswaterstaat ". 

I Document c .• sz.M.209.1934·vm. 
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These Experts met at Geneva from J nne 2oth to 23rd, 1936, and drew up the following 
report as a result of their examination. Thei~ work. wa;; based, in part!cular, on the· 
preliminary statement prepared by the Secretanat, wh1ch IS attached to this report. 

On the proposal of his colleagues, M. Silvain DREYFUS presided over the experts' 
discussions. • • • 

The Experts consider in the first place that the documentary material obtained is 
very interesting and instructive. The· particulars supplied by the different Governments 
are however, difficult to compare with one another, owing on the one hand to their 
ne~essarily somewhat wide scope, and on the other to the fact that the countries differ 
greatly in their structure, their economic situation, their customs and the character ·of 
their population. It is therefore not without some hesitation that a few fundamental 
principles of general value can be enunciated on the basis of this material. Further, it is 
d1fficult to formulate practical recommendations intended for all States, because the latter 
have rarely indicated the reasons for their action. 

One of the points brought out by the enquiry is, however, that the majority of the 
Governments give a definitely favourable opinion as regards the influence of the execution 
of public works on economic recovery in their countries and on unemployment. In this 
connection, the Experts consider that, if it is desired to obtain a really satisfactory result, 
the work undertaken during periods of prosperity should be accelerated rather j;han 
slowed down in times of depression. It would, indeed, be desirable to prepare programmes 
of work in advance in such a way that the operations undertaken in times of depression 
may not be of an improvised character, which might have unfortunate results on the 
economic system as a whole. Moreover, the experts recognise that public works in 
themselves are not sufficient to remedy unemployment and to overcome the depression. 

As regards the different aspects of the problems dealt with by the Governments in 
their replies, in accordance with the questionnaire sent to them, the Experts think it 
possible to lay down the following general considerations : 

I. ADMINISTRATIVE METHODS. 

In the first place, as regards the administrative methods employed, we find that the 
works are undertaken in most cases either on behalf and by order of the Governments, 
or by the regional and local administrations, which pay for them with or without State 
assistance. This assistance chiefly depends on the more or less pronounced national 
importance of the work to be carried out. Some States, moreover, exact a contribution 
from the local administrations in respect of certain works. In most cases, unemployment
relief works, owing to their scattered nature, are likely to be of special concern to the 
local bodies. In certain countries, the Governments intervene only if the local authorities 
undertake to give PX:ef~rence to work requiring ·a high proportion of labour, or to utilise 
matenal produced w1thm the country, or to complete the works within a stated time. 

Works are also undertaken by public establishments, concessionnaires of public 
services, or special bodies set up to combat unemployment. Lastly, the Experts note 
that official ·organs for the co-ordination and supervision of public works have been 
created, particularly when the State shares in the financing of the operations. 

The works themselves are carried out either under contract or directly by the 
authorities. In both cases, special rules are sometimes laid down regarding the labour 
to be employed. 

2. ?.1E:THODS OF FINANCING. 

~s regards th~ fin~ncin~ of public wo.rks, we find that the capital employed for 
carrymg them out IS denved m most cases e1ther from loans subscribed for out of private 
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savings or from the budget resources constituted by the current revenue of the conununitic:.. 
In a.d<;lition, in several .states •. special funds constituted by means of specitic tnx<'s, 
subs1dies or other. financial devices have been created for the execution of certain public 
works. 

3· Au.oCATION OF ExPENDITURE BETWEEN LABOUR AND OTHER CosTs. 

As regards the question of the allocation of expemliture between labour on the one 
hand and materials and equipment on the other, the abundant information supplied by 
the Governments is of too diverse a character to permit of definite conclusions being 
formed. A further difficulty is the necessity of allowing for the considerable amount of 
labour which enters into the price of the materials and equipment, a factor that cannot 
easily be estimated. 

4· OPINIONS OF THE GoVERNMENTS. 

Lastly, as regards the opinions of the Governments concerning the effects of the 
works on a revival of economic and industrial activity, and on unemployment, it has been 
considered in certain countries that, when unemployment is widespread, the execution of 
public works is an imperative necessity and a duty on the part of the community, in order 
to find work for the unemployed. In some cases, public opinion has objected to money 
doles and has insisted on relief being given through work. In this connection, the Experts 
are of opinion that, in any case, only works which are either directly or indirectly productive 
or operations of recognised general utility should be undertaken. Such works should not 
be described as relief works, since it is only a question of carrying out at the most opportune 
moment operations which are fully justified in themselves. 

Furthermore, the Experts recognise that precautions must be taken to obviate the 
drawbacks which might result from the professional disqualification of certain workers 
called upon to take part in such work. 

Moreover, while the majority of the replies agree that the execution of public works 
exerts a favourable influence on economic and industrial activity, certain Governments 
consider that this influence has been uncertain in their countries, although they do not 
say what reasons have led them to this conclusion. Other Governments point out quite 
rightly that a revival of activity depends in the first place on the development of private 
enterprise, and in general on the economic policy pursued . 

• • • 
In concluding their report, the Experts wish to say that they have met with 

difficulties in their work owing to the fact that, apart from differences in presenting the 
material as between one country and another, the documentation supplied by a given 
country often showed appreciable differences in the methods employed and the manner 
of setting it out, according to the department the material came from. The ~xpe_rts 
therefore wondered whether States could not endeavour to secure greater co-ordmatton 
in this sphere between their different administrations. . 

On the other hand, countries have found themselves obliged, owing to the de-presston, 
to adopt in certain circumstances methods different from those normally employ.ed in 
carrying out public works, both from the administrative and technical point. of vle~
particularly as regards the utilisation of the ordinary plant-and from the ~m.t of v1ew 
of financing the work, particularly by drawing upon the resources of the soc1al msurance 
funds. It would have been interesting to have more information on the reasons for these 
different methods and on the results obtained . 

• • • 
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· Lastly, the Experts consider that it would be useful for the present report and the 
preliminary statement attached to it to be communicated to the different Governments. 
The latter would thus be able to consider how far they could make use of the different 
solutions which have been adopted and of the observations set out above. . 

These observations might also be taken into consideration in defining more clearly 
the scope of the information required should it be decided to undertake any further enquiry 
into the question of national public works. 

Geneva, June 23rd, 1936. 
{Signed) S. DREYFUS. 

B. DJoURrTcmTCH. 
F. L. SCHLINGEMANN. 



II. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT PREPARED BY THE SECRETARIAT. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Purpose of the Statement. 

T~ prel!minary statement cont~ins a C?!'llparative analysis of the documentary 
matenal obtamed. Its sole purpose 1s to facilitate the Experts' task, which consists : 

(1) In examining the documentary material assembled; 
(2) In drawing the appropriate conclusions therefrom. 

M etlwll adopted. 

In analysing the Governments' replies, we have omitted any description of the work 
proper as well as any comments on the figures and statistics concerning the operations 
mentioned. We have confined ourselves to discussing the information and considerations 
of general interest mentioned in points II, III, and IV of the questionnaire sent to the 
Governments (see Annex). 

In cases in which the conclusions arising out of the examination of the replies differ 
according to the nature of the work, a distinction has been made between the different 
categories of work. 

In the case of question II, for example, we have analysed the administrative methods 
adopted and any legislative provisions communicated in the different replies, taking all 
the different alternatives into consideration. The same procedure has been adopted for 
questions III and IV. As regards question V, we have briefly indicated the considerations 
set out by each Government in its reply, classifying them according to the various points 
mentioned in the text of the question. 

• • • 
I. PRINCIPAL .ADMINISTRATIVE METHODS FOLLOWED OR CONTEMPLATED FOR THE 
ExECUTION OF THE WORK, AND ANY LEGAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO SUCH WORK. 

Union of South Africa. 

All public works of common interest or public works concerning more provinces than 
one, or public works carried out for the requirements of the Central Administratic;m~ are 
executed by the different competent departments of the Central Government. . ThlS ~ 110 
more particularly in the case of inter-provincial bridges, land improvement w1th a v1e~ 
to settlement, harbour works, forestry works, irrigation works, telegraphic and telephomc 
installations, wireless stations and buildings for Government Departments. . . 

On the other hand, the provincial administrations are responsible for the bui1~1~g 
<>f roads, bridges and buildings in general in the provinces, though the Central Ad~m~ 
tration in such cases places its services, ":here required,. at the disposal .of t~e provmcml 
authorities, at their request and on therr b4;h:a1I. Railw~y const~ctlo~ 1S un~er ~he 
direction or orders either of the central authonbes or of res1dent engmeers m the dlStncts 
in question. 
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The construction of airports is also in the hands partly of the Central Adniinistration 
and partly of the local authoriti~, or of the two in conce~. . 

In the case of certain land tmprovement or reclamatton undertak_mgs, the f~rmers 
concerned are responsible for such part of the work as does not reqwre t~e ass1stance 
of specialised technicians. . . . . 

Electrification works are executed e1ther by the local authontles or (e.g., m the 
case of additional generating plant) by the Electricity Supply Commission. 

Most of the above works are put up to public tender. Sometimes they are allotted 
by contract-e.g., in the case of the supply of mechanical plant and equipment, electric 
and other fittings, etc. . . 

In some cases, the works are carried out directly by the authorities-e.g., in the case 
of certain railways, the construction of airports and irrigation works. For irrigation 
works, partly contract and piece-work have sometimes been instituted. . 

Further, in the case of the mandated territory of South West Afnca, road and 
irrigation works have been executed by the Administration of the mandated territory. 

Australia. 

Commonwealth Works. 

The competent departments of the Commonwealth Government carry out the 
necessary operations of building and engineering works for the Federal departments, 
together with all other public works in the Federal capital and in the States which relate 
solely to Federal undertakings, such as roads, bridges, water supplies, sewage schemes, 
electric plant, etc. Other works in connection with the campaign against unemployment 
are in the hands, either of the Federal Government alone, or of the Federal Government 
in co-operation with the Governments of the several States. Certain road-building 
undertakings are subsidised by the Federal Government and executed by the States. 

The above works undertaken on behalf of the various Federal authorities are executed 
mainly under contract. The same is the case with the Commonwealth railways; but 
some of the work on these is carried out by the Government direct or on the mixed 
system-i.e., the execution of the work properly speaking is left to the Government, 
while the material is supplied under contract. 

Further, the big works in connection with the Murray River regulation have a 
character of their own. They are-based on a special law and an agreement between the 
Commonwealth Government and the three States territorially concerned (New South 
Wales, Victoria and South Australia). The direct execution of the work rests with the 
authorities of these three States. 

Works carried out by the Various States. 

New South Wales. 

Public works are .c~rried out either by .various departments or special organisations 
of the central auth?ntles of. the State on 1ts behalf-e.g., the works organised by the 
Une~ployment Relief Council, forestry works, the building of main roads, irrigation and 
land 1mprovement scllem~s. or by the regional or local authorities (or the two in concert), 
?r by t~e central aut~onty on behalf of the local authorities. Advances are also given 
m certam cases for pnvate works, or works are carried out by the central authorities at 
the demand of the landowners concerned-e.g., in connection with irrigation scllemes. 

The works are carried out either departmentally, or by the day-labour system, or 
by tender, or contract, or, lastly, by the " mixed " system. 



Queensland. 

. . Public. ~orks are carried o~t on beh:ll£ of the State or of the regional or local autho
nbes, subsulies or advances bemg sometrmes made by the State in the latter cases The 
work is executed either departmentally or by contract. · 

Tasmania. 

__ _ Public works are executed by the State either departmentally or by contract, or 
sometimes by local authority on behalf of the State. 

South Australia. 

Public works are, in general, executed by the State administration authorities, 
generally departmentally; but cases are frequent where they are allocated by tender or 
~xe~uted u~~er the "mixed" system. In the case of road-building in particular, there 
15-m add1bon to the departmental method-a system of grants to local governing 
authorities who do the work under State control, mainly under petty contracts. 

Western Australia. 

Public works are for the most part executed under the direct authority of the 
Government. In some cases they are carried out under the direction of the local autho
rities subject to the supervision of Government organisations. 

Victoria. 

Important public works are carried out in every case by State departments, or on 
behalf of the State by various special commissions and boards entrusted by the Government 
with particular enterprises-e.g., settlement work, roads and bridges, electrification, 
hydraulic works, and forestry. Public works of less importance are in general executed 
by the local authorities under Government supervision. In the case of roads, the actual 
execution is usually left to the municipalities, subject to the supervision of the State 
Roads Board. The Roads Board is also entrusted with the execution in Victoria of the 
works under the ten-year programme of the Federal Aid Roads Act, for which a subsidy 
is granted by the Commonwealth Government. Lastly, the Board is in receipt of grants 
from the State Government out of the Unemployment Relief Fund for the execution 
of special work in connection with the campaign against unemployment. 

The various public works are carried out either departmentally or by contract or 
tender, or under the " mixed " system, according to the case and nature of the work. 

Austria. 

The majority of public works are carried out by order and for account of the different 
Federal Government authorities, more particularly in connection with bridges, aerodrom';S 
belonging to the Federation, work in connection with the postal, telegraphic and telephomc 
services, and work by the Austrian Federal Railways. . . 

In the case of Federal roads, the work is done by the departments of the provmc1al 
governments under the supervision and at the expense of the Federal Government. 

Lastly, aerodromes which are not the property of the Federation are erected by order 
and for account of the communes concerned. 

The works are executed in the majority of cases by private enterprise and are 
allocated by tender· in the case of certain special works or works of minor importance, 
they are allocated' by direct contract. Certain unimportant works are carried out 
directly by the authorities concerned. 

I • 
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Belgium. 

The majority of public works are carried out on behalf and for accout;~t of the State 
and under its supervision. In the case of works on waterways, those. wh1ch are ranked 
as" major works" are financed by a Special Major Works Fund established by the State, 
which acts under the authority and responsibility of the Ministry of Public Works. Other 
hydraulic works are carried out by the latter. Ministry direcl;. All the hydraulic ~orks 
in question are paid for by the State and earned out by public tender. The same 1s the 
case with work on the roads, all of which is done directly for account of the State and put 
up to public tender. Public buildings are erected for account of the various departments 
concerned. 

In the case of electrical installations, there is Government intervention, first in 
connection with the grant of authority for the execution of works by individuals or 
companies, secondly in connection with declarations to the effect that the works are of . 
public utility, and thirdly in connection with supervision of the completed installations. 

Further, in the case of works for the long-distance supply of gas, the administration 
retains the supervision in its hands, and reserves the right to call for alterations where 
necessary, or even for the disallowing of installations already authorised. 

United Kingdom. 

In the ordinary way, public works are carried out by the central Government or by 
the local authorities. Works carried out on behalf of the public authorities include works 
in connection with land settlement, land drainage, rural water supply, fishery harbours, etc. 
In such cases the works have been, in general, actually carried out by the authority 
normally responsible for the service in question, either by direct labour, or by contract. 
Certain works were executed--i!specially during the years 1929-1931-on the basis of 
a special programme for providing work for the unemployed. 

Further, the construction of dwellings for the purpose of putting an end to the evil 
of the slums has been subsidised; State aid has also been granted for certain less inlportant 
work done by statutory companies. 

Bulgaria. 

The majority of public works are carried out on behalf of the central authorities 
(roads and bridges, and public buildings) or on behalf of the local authorities (tramways). 
The work is done either direct or under contract; in the case of public buildings, resort is 
always had to contract. 

The Government also settles refugees with the aid of the " Agrarian Fund "· it has 
placed the necessary land at the disposal of the Fund for distribution. ' 

Canada. 

In addition to the ordinary works executed on behalf of the State by the various 
~epartme~t~, the Fed~ral Govern~ent has also undertaken, on its own initiative and under 
1ts superviSion, a vanety of _PUbhc works for the relief of the unemployed, giving grants 
for the purpose to the. National Defence Department, under the supervision of which 
the unemploymen~ rehe~ camps are operated. With the same object, the Federal 
Government has gwen direct grants (for a certain proportion of the amounts required} 
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and loans to provinces and municipalities under agreements concluded with the latter 
for the purpose of the execution of various public works. 

The expenditure in question is voted under special unemployment relief nets, and 
the Govef!lment has also ~awn fo~ the .same p_urpose on the Unemployment Relief Jlun<l. 

Certam of the works m question, m parttcular those in connection with the unem
ployed camps, have been carried out direct, but the ordinary procedure is by contract. 

Chile. 

Public works are in the ordinary course executed on behalf of the State through the 
intermediary and under the direct supervision of the competent departments, or by 
public tender, or by inclusive contracts, or in minor cases by contracts at prices quoted 
per unit. However, in times of crisis and with a view to combating unemployment, 
certain hydraulic and irrigation works and work on public buildings and road repairs are 
carried out direct under a system of employing labour by the day, the object being to 
find occupation for as large a number as possible of workers, thus avoiding the use of 

_ machinery. 

China. 

Railway construction is undertaken, according to the case and the class of line, 
by the central Government, by local governments, by private companies or by individual 
owners of mines, etc. 

In the case of the various hydraulic works, the central Government acts through the 
National Economic Council and the teclmical organisations of the latter, either doing the 
work direct-this is the least-frequent case-or by lending tts techmcal and financial 
assistance to the other organisations, especially the various River Commissions (Yangtse
Kiang, Yellow River, Hwai-Ho, North China rivers), which do the necessary preparatory 
work and also in certain cases execute the work, in co-operation more particularly with the 
provincial authorities and organisations, except where the execution is left entirely to 
the latter. 

Further, in the event of exceptional floods, a special Relief Commission is generally 
appointed; and this, amongst other things, carries out the necessary initial work (at the 
cost of the central Government) for the repair or construction of dykes, or gives subsidies 
for the purpose to local organisations. The final permanent work is then done by the 
National Economic Council itself. 

Czechoslovakia. 

The majority of the works, and especially works in connection with inland waterw~ys, 
harbours, hydro-electric power stations, airports, telegraphs, telephones and broadcastmg, 
and lastly the State railways, are carried out by the State. 

In the case of private railway lines, the works are carried out on behalf of the 
undertakings themselves. . . 

The construction of national roads is undertaken by the Government authonttes, and 
of other roads by autonomous bodies. . 

Work in connection with agricultural improvements and development enterpnses 
is carried out by the departments, communes or syndicates with the h~lp of a gr~nt fn~m 
the State and the provinces. Similar ~ants are ~!so made fo! works m connectiOn wtth 
drinking-water supplies and sewage diSposal, whtch a~e camed ?ut hr the com~unes. 

Electrification works are carried out by the electnc compames, wtth the assiStance 
of the State and local authorities. 
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Lastly, public buildings are co~tructed by the St~te or by autonoll?-ous syndicates. 
These various works, and particularly those wh1ch are of some Importance, are 

usually carried out by contract; in the case of public buildings, tenders are ~nvited. 
Lastly, in certain cases, when the works are of less importance, they are carrted out 
directly by the authorities. 

Denmark. 

Work on the railways is done on behalf of the State, usually under contract. 
Work on bridges and roads and hydraulic construction (including the drainage of 

polders) is carried out under the direction of the competent Government departments, 
either by the State it~elf or by the local authorities or private organisations. The whole 
or part of the work is at the cost of the State, whether the work is done under contract 
or departmentally. 

Further, public works in connection with the campaign against unemployment may 
be undertaken either by the State or by the communes or private institutions subsidised 
by the State. The State has also powers to subsidise certain special works, the object 
of which is to give occupation to young persons without employment. 

Egypt. 

The road works are undertaken by the Government and the bridge works on behalf 
of the Government or municipalities. 

Hydraulic works are carried out by the competent department on behalf of the central 
State authority by means of contracts awarded to local or international firms. Works 
in connection with the post, telegraph and telephone services are carried out either by the 
Government or by private firms under Government contract. · 

Estonia. 

The works for the relief of unemployment are organised by the competent departments 
of the central State administration and carried out under their supervision, the control 
of all works being centralised at the Ministry of Communications. The Government has 
also instituted a special unemployment relief fund, together with a committee for the 
administration of the fund. The works are actually carried out by the appropriate 
State authorities or undertakings or by the municipalities. 

Ethiopia. 

. All public works have b.een carried out by order and on behalf of the central authority, 
e1ther by Government services or under contract, save in a few exceptional cases where 
the works have been executed by special arrangement. 

Roads an~ airports ~ave been constructed by the competent departments direct, 
whereas the w1reless stations have been constructed by foreign companies. 

Finland. 

T~.e works described have. been carried out in execution of the "emergency public 
wor~ pro~amme for the relief of unemployme~t. . The organisation of such works is 
left Ill the mam to the communes, the State confirung 1tself as a rule to co-ordination and 
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~nancial assistance. Where necessary, however, the State also organises relief works on 
Its own.account. In a nuniber of cases, such works have also been carried out by private 
enterpnse. 

As, however, the sole purpose of all these works is the assistance of the unemployed 
they are on a small scale. ' 

France. 

Ordinary public works are carried out by the .State, either direct through the various 
Government departments or by means of special grants to the departments public 
establishments and authorities concerned. • ' 

The works carried out .b:r the C~ntral Roads Department, for example, are usually 
executed by the State, and 1t IS only m rare cases that the latter places them in the hands 
of private bodies, while itself retaining nothing more than supervisory powers. Contracts 
are usually awarded by a variety of methods (public tenders, restricted tenders with a 
fixed maximuni, "concours" or joint financing by interested parties). Only subsidiary 
and maintenance works are executed departmentally. 

Works for the post, telegraph and telephone systems are executed on behalf of the 
State and, apart from minor works, carried out departmentally. The contracts are 
awarded by private treaty, estimates being requested from competing firms, or after a 
public call for tenders. 

In the last place, rural development works are generally carried out by the local 
public authorities; the State, however, affords technical and financial assistance through 
the competent Government department. 

As an unemployment relief measure, steps have, moreover, been taken by the 
Government with a view to the execution of works designed to improve national, and also 
departmental and communal, technical equipment. Departments and communes under· 
taking such works may obtain a subsidy from the State. The works carried out in this 
manner consist in the main of public buildings, dwelling-houses, departmental and 
communal roads, land reclamation, town-planning, electrification in rural districts, 
conservancy and forestry, etc. 

Lastly, a plan of major unemployment relief works is in course of execution under the 
centralised direction of a national commission, whose duties include the elaboration of a 
general plan and of detailed lists of the works to be carried out, classified according to 
their nature and the urgency of the requirements which they are intended to meet. Such 
works may also be jointly authorised by the Finance Minister and the Ministers concerned, 
who are also permitted to grant State assistance in financing such works. The~ works 
are carried out entirely by local public bodies, public establishments, col?rues, ~he 
great railway companies and certain approved contractors, and any other bo<hcs havrng 
obtained a departmental or communal guarantee. 

The programme of these major works includes some to be carried out without ~tate 
grants-e.g., electrification work and improved safety equipment of the great rarlway 
systen!S, town-planning, water-power, etc., together with works subsidised by the. ~tate, 
nwre particularly those in connection with the abolition of level-crossings, the provrsron of 
cheap housing, construction of roads and bridges, inland navigation and rural development. 

Greece. 

The State has concluded an agreement with a company of contractors for the execution, 
under direct public control, of the works connected with the construction of a road system. 

For other road works, ordinary tenders have been invited. 
As regards hydraulic works, the executio!' of those connecf:ed with the c~nservan~-y 

of watercourses and drainage has been placed m the hands.of pnvate undertakrngs, whrle 
tenders have been invited for certain works for the extensiOn of harbours. 
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Haiti. 

The works are carried out by the Directorate-General of Public Works. 

Hungary. 

The works described are carried out by the State on behalf of the various Ministries 
concerned. 

India. 

The works are partly carried out by the Provincial Governments on their own behalf 
under the direction of State engineers or the competent Departments _of the Governments 
in question. The works are carried out in part departmenta~y an~ m part by cont;act. 
1\Iany works are also carried out by the Government of Ind1a ~n 1ts own beh~, e1t~er 
direct or through interested bodies (particularly railway comparues), and sometimes With 
the technical assistance of firms specialising in such work. 

The above-mentioned bodies sometimes execute works under their own management 
and control. 

Iraq. 

Works are generally carried out on behalf of the Government, and sometimes of 
concession·holders. They are executed either direct by the central authority or by local 
contractors, or by a combination of the two methods. In certain cases, foreign firms 
have also been allowed to make tenders. 

Irish Free State. 

The hydraulic and reafforestation works are carried out by the competent State 
authorities. 

As regards roads, the State does not itself undertake the work, but makes grants to 
local bodies, who have the works carried out direct by their competent services or else by 
private undertakings under contract. Repair works in rural districts are sometimes 
allotted in small sections, in which case the contracts are frequently awarded to labourers 
or very small landowners, who are thus occupied at a time when agricultural work is not 
possible or necessary. 

Work for the improvement of estates is carried out direct under tl!e supervision of the 
Irish Land Commission. On the other hand, land reclamation is carried out bv the 
landholders themselves, who, however, can obtain a State grant equal to a quarter of the 
cost. · • 

Buildings are constructed under State supervision by local bodies, public utility 
societies or private individuals, in general under contract, but in certain cases also by the 
direct employment of labour. 

Works in connection with the water supply and sewerage are carried out by the local 
authorities; the same applies to harbour works, whicl! are carried out by the local autho
rities, either direct or by the award of contracts to private undertakings, the State being 
only associated with such works to a limited extent. 

Italy. 

Large-scale works are carried out directly by the State, with or without the financial 
participation of the lc;x:al bodies concern~. either through the competent Government 
departments and serv1ces or through spec1al offices set up to deal with particular classes 
of works. 
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. Works of primarily local importance are carried out by local bodies "·ith State 
assistance or gran~; when necessary, the State may even make itself entirely responsible 
for the work, subject to repayment of the cost. 

. Very small sections of works m~y sometimes be carried out by private individuals 
wtth Stat~ grants. Generally speakmg, the w?rks are ~arried out by contractors, as a 
rule ~y pnva~e arrangemen~, but also on the basis of pubhc tenders. In exceptional cases, 
particularly m .regard to mmor wo~ks, th~ contract is allotted by special arrangement or 
else the work IS done by the pubhc services. Another method frequently employed is 
that of concessions to public or private bodies. 

. As regards, more particularly, "complete reclamation" works, a special Department 
with an Under-S~cretary of State has bee~ given full charge o~ all works coming under the 
modem conception ot complete reclamation. These works mclude those for which the 
State is responsible and which are executed by it directly or through contractors under the 
control or supervision ot the civil engineering technical services, together with those works 
carried out by private individuals with State subsidies. 

Latvia. 

Public works are carried out by the various governmental institutions or the muni
cipalities or agricultural organisations. As a rule, the works are executed directly under 
the authorities responsible. 

Forestry works are executed by the State Forestry Department and by the Ministry 
of Social Welfare, the latter's chief concern being the relief of unemployment in areas 
remote from means of communication. Certain forestry improvement works are also 
carried out by reclamation societies, which include the landowners interested and the 
municipalities. · 

Lithuania. 

The method applied by the Government in the matter of public works for the relief 
of unemployment is remnneration in proportion to the amonnt of work done, execution 
being left to the municipalities. 

Luxemburg. 

The works are usually carried out on behalf of the Government. Nevertheless: the 
. work on water supply and sewerage is undertaken b;Y the commu.nes conce~ed, w1t~ a 
State grant. The works are carried out by contract, with the exceptiOn of certam surfacmg 
operations, which are under direct public control. 

Netherlands. 

A clear distinction is drawn between ordinary public works and th~ the aim of ~~~~ch 
is to provide work for the nnemployed. In the case of the la~ter, d1rect respons1b1hty 
devolves upon the organisations nndertaking the works-~hat 1:' t~ ~ay, the communal 
authorities institutions or companies concerned or upon pnvate mdiv1duals. The works 
may be cacied out directly by the authorities or under contract. 

New Zealand. 

Most of the work in connection with roads is carried out by the compet~n~ department 
of the State; certain road works are, however, undertaken by local.authontles, or by the 
Main Highways Board. The latter is responsible for the construction and upkeep of the 
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main highways. It usually grants subsidies to the local authorities, w~ich generally carry
out the works, with the Board's approval, by contract after p~bhc tender, save 1n 
·exceptional cases, when the work is done by day-workers. In certam cases, however, the 
works are carried out direct by the Highways Board. . . 

Hydraulic, irrigation and land improvement works, the construction .of rail":ays, 
airports and public buildings, and also post-office, telegraph and telephone mstallabons, 
are carried out by the Administration, either under contract or direct. . 

Works in connection with water supplies and sewage disposal are carr1ed out by the. 
local authorities concerned, without the participation of the State. 

Lastly, harbour works are carried out by the authorities of the harbours in question, 
either direct or by contract. 

Norway. 

Works in regard to roads, railways and inland waterways are usually carried out 
directly by the competent public administrations of the State, sometimes in co-operation 
with the communal authorities, especially in the case of road construction, with a view to 
combating unemployment. On the other hand, as regards works in connection with the 
bringing of land under cultivation and reafforestation, the rule is that the individuals 
concerned and private undertakings should carry out the works with a grant from the 
State. Lastly, the system of awarding contracts to companies for the execution of public 
works is rarely employed. 

Poland. 

Public works are undertaken, on the one hand, by various competent branches of the 
State Administration and, on the other, with the assistance of the " Labour Fund ", which 
carries out works for the purpose of combating unemployment or co-operates in their 
execution. Lastly, in certain cases, the works are carried out mainly by local autonomous 
bodies. 

The " Labour Fund " does not carry out works direct, but takes the initiative, draws 
up or co-operates in drawing up the schemes, and usually supervises the works, subsidises 
their execution, and co-ordinates the vanous activities connected therewith. The works 
are actually carried out by State institutions, autonomous administrations or undertakings, 
either direct or under contract. · 

Road works are carried out, according to the class of road, on behalf and by order 
of the central or regional authorities, or by the communes. 

As regards bridges, ordinary work is carried out by the public authorities, and other 
works under contract. 

~ailway work~ are carri~ out by the "Polish State Railways", except in the case 
of railw.ays for wh1c~ concessions have be~n granted to private companies, and certain 
local railways on wh1ch the works are camed out by the local authorities. Contracts in 
respect of large supplies are also awarded, in the majority of cases, to national undertakings. 

Land-improvement works are carried out by syndicates comprising the landowners 
concerned and the regional authorities; the works carried out on behalf of these associations 
are supervised by the State services. Certain minor works are carried out by the State 
organs on behalf of the owners concerned and with assistance in kind supplied by the 
latter. 

Works in connection with maritime ports are carried out on behalf of the State by 
private undertakings under tender. 

Works in regard to the construction of airports are carried out by the State. 
The construction of dwelling-houses is encouraged by the State which grants credits 

and also fiscal facilities. ' 
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Lastly, ~orks in regar~ to pos~. telegraphs and telephones are handed owr. under 
tender •. ~o pnv~te undertakings, wh1ch execute them on behalf of the State nnd under t1 
superv1s1on of 1ts organs. 1e 

PortuJ:tal. 

Railway _wor~ are carried out by order of the Railway Department, either duedlv 
under ~dmm1strattVe co:'ltrol, under contract, or, lastly, by undertakings to whi~l; 
concessions have been granted. 

Water-~~pply _and sewa~e-disposal works.are carried out under the supervision of the 
Stat~ ;1\.dnumstr~tlon, and m some cases w1th a grant from that Administration, by 
mumc1pal councils, under contract. 

~~rboll! works are carried out either by order and directly on behalf of the State 
Admm1stratton. or by the an~onomous h~rbo~r boards unde~ the authority of the State, 
by contrac~ •. wtth the exceptton of certam rumor works, wh1ch are carried out direct by 
the authonttes. 

_\Vorks in connection wit~ _inlan~ wa~erways, posts, telegraphs and telephones are 
earned out by the State Adm1rustratton, e1ther under contract or direct. 

L~stly, public buildings are constructed by the State Administration under a general 
or parttal contract, to enable workmen to profit thereby with a certain degree of autonomy. 

Salvador. 

The construction of national trunk roads is under the direct charge of the State, of 
national departmental roads under the charge of the departments, and, lastly, of local 
roads under the charge of the municipalities. 

The remaining works are carried out, according to their importance, either by the 
State authorities or by the municipalities. 

Sweden. 

\Yith a view to combating unemployment, a Central Unemployment Commission wa~ 
set up by the State to decide upon and direct the execution of " State Reserve Works ", 
mainly intended to give employment to a large number of workers under certain special 
conditions, inter alia, at less than the normal wages. Similarly, with a view to encouraging 
the communes to undertake " reserve works " for this purpose, the State has granted them 
subsidies. This metltod was revised and supplemented in 1933, when the State put in 
hand large public works under open-market conditions, which had not been applied in the 
case of the reserve works. Of the various works carried out under these conditions, some 
were executed by the State, some by communes, and otlters by public institutions or private 
individuals, with the assiStance of State subsidies and loans. These subsidies are granted 
under specific conditions, and may not exceed a certain proportion of the total expenditure. 
At the present time, works carried out under open-market conditions occupy a foremost 
place in the public works system in Sweden. 

Lastly, there is a third class of public works known as" anticipatory" works, which 
are carried out either by the State or the communes, likewise for the purpose of reducing 
unemployment; the execution of these works is not, however, subject to the special rules 
applicable to " reserve work-s ". 

Switzerland. 

The works are usually carried out, according to their nature and the purpose for 
which they are intended, by the Confederation, the cantons or the communes, usually by 
contract after public tender but also directly by the authorities. A central office for the 

••• 
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co-ordination of public works has also been set up, mainly with a view to the seasonal 
allocation of the works and the best and most rational use of !about. This central office 
also examines the proposals for relief work submitted by the cantons and communes, with 
a view to receiving a grant from the Confederation. This relief work is extraordinary 
work designed to combat unemployment, and is chiefly carried out by the communes but 
partly by the cantons. In the former case, the cantot~s must also .contribute a subsidy 
equal in principle to the Federal grant, but not exceeding the maxtmum of 30 % of the 
total expenditure. On the other hand, the Federal grant may amount to not more than 
6o % of the expenditure. 

The Confederation likewise grants ordinary subsidies to the cantons and communes 
for certain specific kinds of works. On the other hand, only works of a Federal character 
are carried out by it direct or by bodies under its authority (Federal Railways, 
Administration of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones). 

Lastly, certain special works (hydro-electric plant) are carried out by associations 
consisting of public bodies or by co-operative societies subsidised by the cantons. 

United States of America. 

There are three different categories of works : 
{I) Those undertaken by the Federal Government or bodies under its direct 

control for which the Federal Government makes d1rect Federal grants; 
(2) Those undertaken by the several States, local authorities and other public 

bodies which the Federal Government helps to finance by means of Federal loans 
and grants; 

(3) Those which, though undertaken by private organisations, are of public 
interest - i.e., works made possible by loans from the Federal authorities and 
generally of considerable importance for the country's economic future. 

As regards the works in class {I), the special Federal Emergency Administration of 
Public Works has been set up by Statute to act as a central public works authoritv. 
Under the act, the Federal Government executes public works through its various 
competent services and organisations, in some cases direct, in others under contract. 

In addition, the Civil Works Administration has been set up with a view to the 
execution of local improvement works by the unemployed. Another body created to 
provide work for the unemployed is the Emergency Conservation \Vork Oraanisation 
works for which are carried out through various Governmental services. "' ' 

In the last place, the Tennessee Valley Authority (created with a view to the economic 
and industrial development of the whole of the area in question), the Subsistence Home
steads Corporation for the creation of small workers' holdings and the Public Works 
Emergency Housing Corporation have been created; the works sponsored by these bodies 
are carried out either direct by the Federal Government or under contract. 

I~ its speci~l ~eport, the Fede~al ~mergenc:r Administration of Public Works gives 
a detailed descnptlon of the orgamsatlon, workmg and methods of its various services 
and, more particularly, of the procedure in the matter of the preparation and examinatio~ 
of projects, the selection of those which can be recommended for Federal assistance and 
lastly, the actual grantmg of such assistance by the competent authority- that is t~ 
say, by the President on the recommendation of the Special Board for Public Works. 

YuJ1oslavia. 

For the most part, public works are carried out at the expense of the State or the 
" Banovines " (provinces) and other autonomous bodies. In both cases thev are carried 
out either directly by the authorities or through private undertaking>. · 
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Harbour wor~. in particular, are usually carried out by the State authoritk-s b 
contract after publ.•c tende~, although. some are executed by the municipalities concerllf.~J 

The construction of railways, wh1ch are larg~ly owned by the State, is carried out b · 
order and on behalf of t.he State central authonty, by private firms under Govermne•~ 
control, the contracts bemg awarded after public tender. 

Works with :"-.view: to developing Sta~e and other public forests are carried out hy 
the Sta~e authontles direct. Reafforestatlon works are also carried out either by the 
State diiect or by local labour, with the material help of the State. 

\Va~erways conservancy ~orks are carried out direct by the provincial authoritil's. 
~~cultur:"-' land recl~matlon works are carried out partly by the syndicated hydraulic 

assocmtlons w1th a .sub~1dy from the State and provinces, and partly by the State 
departme!lt for colomsa~10n. All t~e W?rks are executed by contract awarded after public 
ten~er, w1th the exceptlo!l of colomsatlon works, which are charged to the special coloni
sation fund, and are carr1ed out under the system of direct administration by the State 
and by the labour of the colonists concerned. 

II. PRINCIPAl. METHODS EMPLOYED FOR FINANCING PUBLIC \VORKS. 

Union of South Africa. 

Most of the works are financed under the ordinary budget of the State. The funds 
are obtained partly from current revenues and partly from loans raised internally or 
externally. As regards loans, the provision needed annually is made in the estimates of 
expenditure out of loan funds. This applies to new reafforestation, irrigation, telegraph 
and telephone installations and other works. 

As regards agricultural land reclamation and land protection, when the farmers 
undertake the work themselves they are paid a bonus by the State, which also grants 
special loans and subsidies for the purpose. When unemployed labour is utilised, the 
Government pays a subsidy to the extent of seven-eighths of the wage-bill, the remainder 
being registered as a quit-rent on the land, repayable without interest over a period of 
fifty years. 

Railway and harbour construction is usually financed out of railway and harbour 
appropriations voted annually by Parliament and paid mainly out of capital and 
betterment funds. In some cases, however, the local authorities share the cost with the 
central administration. Lastly, the cost of unskilled labour on some railway lines has been 
refunded by the Labour Department. · 

The establishment of airports is usually financed out of local revenues and sometimes 
from loans issued by the local authorities secured by these revenues. In some c~ses, 
a special sinking fund is set aside for the purpose. Lastly, these loans are sometlml-s 
secured by the town estate and the right to levy a special rate assessment for the repayment 
of the loan. . 

Electrical undertakings are usually financed by means of external loallll ra1sed by 
the Government or by private companies and societies. The works undertaken by the 
Electricity Supply Commis.~ion were originally financed by the Treasury and subsequently 
by loans tor which the Commission issued shares.. . . . 

For the establishment and operation of pubhc broadcastmg sta~JOns, hc~nces are 
granted to private companies, which bear all capital and other charges mcurred m respel't 
of these services. . . . 

Lastly, loans are raised .to finance the executiOn of pubhc works m the mandated 
territory of South West Afnca. 
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Australia . . 
Commonwealth Works. 

Commonwealth works are generally financed from ordinary revenues or Common
wealth loan funds. Sundry works are financed out of a special unemployment relief 
fund. 

Federal road works are financed more particularly from Customs revenue on 
automobiles and the tax on petrol. Part of the latter, however, is divided between the 
various States as the Commonwealth contribution towards the construction of non-
Federal roads by these States. . 

Railway construction is usually financed out of Commonwealth loan funds, but m 
some cases special financial agreements have been concluded with the Stat~ concerned. 
This also applies to the River Murray works. The cost of the construction of these 
works 1s shared equally by each of the Governments of the States concerned. It is 
charged to their ordinary budgets, the amount being provided, according to the decision 
of the individual Government, from revenue or loan funds. 

Works carried out by the V ario"s States. 

New South Wales. 

Public works are usually financed by the State by means of loans or special taxes, 
sometimes from ordinary budget receipts, and, lastly, from the unemployment relief fund. 
Advances are made to public bodies and private individuals. Such moneys are repayable 
at from 3 % to 5 % interest. The local authorities usually refund to the Government 
any expenditure on the execution of public works which it has incurred on their behalf. 
In some cases, those benefiting from the works (irrigation, for instance) repay the sums 
expended direct. -

Apart from the Commonwealth contribution from the tax on petrol mentioned above, 
road works are financed more particularly by a special tax levied by the Governments 
on motor vehicles and by subsidies granted by the local authorities, which, moreover, 
also levy a local tax for this purpose. 

For some types of works, particularly agricultural improvement, expenditure is met 
from loan funds raised by the Commonwealth and appropriated to the States. These 
loans are guaranteed by the Commonwealth and secured by means of shares. Some public 
communities and local bodies may also contract loans direct. These loans are usually 
guaranteed by the State and secured by its consolidated revenues. 

Lastly, unemployment relief works are financed from the unemployment relief fund 
the wtemployment relief tax and a tax on wages and income. ' 

Qmensland. 

~~bli~ works are financed by the Governments out of the proceeds of internal loans. 
Sub~1d1es tn the form ?f repayable advances a:e also granted by the Governments to 
senu-governmental bodies. Some of these bod1es also contract loans direct, however. 

Tasmania. 

. .Construction works are fin.anced by loans guaranteed by the State and carrying ·a 
sink~n~ fund. Works of lesser Importance are charged to the ordinary budget. Federal 
subsidies are also granted for some works. 
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South Australia. 

The .various works are financed for the most part from loan funds and less frequently 
from ordin.ary revenue. Road works are not financed from loans, but out of receipts and 
funlla receiVed from the Federal Government in respect of the tax on petrol. 

Western Australia. 

Works are financed for the most part by loans secured by ordinary shares. 
Works carried out by local authorities are finanL-ed by special grants from the 

Commonwealth Government and also by loans secured by shares. 
Internal and external loan requirements are financed by advances from the Common

wealth Bank and secured by Treasury bills. A sinking fund is provided for redemption, 
and the contributions of the State and Commonwealth are paid into this fund. 

Victoria. 

Works are financed partly from Commonwealth loan funds and partly from State loan 
funds. These loans are both internal and external. For some works, special funds have 
been constituted-for colonisation and forestry, for instance. The municipal councils 
concerned usually refund to the State a considerable part of the expenditure advanced, 
particularly for road construction. This also applies to other bodies. 

Lastly, some works are partly financed out of the unemployment relief fund, 
particularly railway construction and hydraulic works. 

Austria. 

Works are usually financed entirely out of the ordinary budget of the Federation, 
particularly the cost of constructing Federal buildings, Danube and frontier wattrways 
conservancy, and airports. Sometimes, in addition to credits from the ordinary budget, 
works are partly financed out of an extraordinary budget-by means of a lottery loan. 
This applies particularly to bridges, Federal expenditure on hydraulic works and Federal 
roads. It also applies to posts, telegraphs and telephones, which are partly financed, in 
addition, by means of international loans. . 

Furthermore, apart from the Federation, the provinces, districts and communes, and 
sometimes the semi-governmental bodies concerned, also share the cost of certain ~orks, 
particularly building works, bridges, airposts and, lastly, hydraulic works other than the 
Danube and frontier waterways conservancy. For hydraulic works, funds are also 
provided from the productive unemployment relief fund. 

As regards the financing of Federal roads, apart from the facts mentioned ~hove, a.n 
Austrian road fund was constituted in 1933 for urgent large-scale works. ThiS fund IS 

empowered to finance works, either through the award of contracts on credit or by the 
issue of loans. 

Lastly, the costs of normal works constituting a charge upon the operating account 
of the Austrian Federal Railways are covered out of the railways' own resources. On the 
other hand, the cost of works enhancing the value of the enterprise is borne by the 
Federation, which makes repayable advances to the enterprise out of the proceeds of 
various Federal loans. . 

The costs of construction of private (local) rallways are met by the concessiOn-holders 
or proprietor companies out of their own resources, or by the issue of shar~ .. In some 
cases, however, the Federation and provinces concerned have granted substdtes. to the 
concession-holders out of their ordinary budgets, or else have guaranteed loam raised by 
the latter. 
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Belgium. 

Most public works are carried out with money supplied by the State. F?r in~tance, 
the Special Major Fund which ?nances major wor~s on waterwa~s has at 1ts dtsposal 
sums paid to it by the State and mcluded every ye~r m the extraordmary budge~. Oth~r 
hydraulic works are usually included in th~ ~rdmary budget. ~he same pnnc1ple. 1s 
observed in the case of road works and buildmg; new constructiOnal work, extenstve 
repairs and the acquisition of land are charged to the extraordinary budget, while upkeep 
is charged to the ordinary budget, both being covered by resource.> common to all 
Goverment expenditure. 

The Government authorises the loans necessary for the execution of electrical 
installation works; as regards works for the long-distance supply of gas, the various 
authorities grant loans. The State does not intervene in either case in the financmg of 
these installations. 

United Kingdom. 

The Government intervenes in various ways in the financing of public works. 
Generally speaking, they are financed mainly by borrowing, and State assistance has taken 
the form in most cases of a direct continuing contribution towards interest and sinking 
fund. 

State subsidies have also been granted for housing by a special unemployment grants 
committee. This committee is no longer empowered to make special grants, however, 
Lastly, the State does not give grants for works carried out by local authorities and public 
or other bodies, but guarantees loans raised to finance them. 

Bulgaria. 

Credits required for the execution of public works are included in the ordinary budgets 
of the State, local bodies and public corporations. 

On the other hand, land distributed by the State tor colonisation will be paid for by 
the settler families in the course of twenty years in equal annual instalments. 

Canada. 

The expenditure of the Dominion Government on ordinary works is budgeted for 
as regular expenditure. On the other hand, expenditure provided for under the various 
relief acts is budgeted for as special expenditure. . 

All expenditure on authorised public works is paid out of the Consolidated Revenue· 
Fund, and no part of it has been financed from any designated source of revenue or by 
means of a particular loan. · 

The Federal Government bears the whole of the expenditure on Federal works in 
connection with unemployment relief. 

Direct grant~ by the Federal Go_vernment to the provinces represent only a proportion 
of the sums reqmred for the execution of the works projected. 

Chile. 

Considerable expenditure for public works was authorised on the basis of an extra
ordinary plan. In addition, a special fund was constituted under the Road Law. 
F~~er sums were provided for under othe~ special laws. On account of the Treasury 
CriSIS, however, only part of the works proJected was carried out. 
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. l!P to 1931, some works-in particular, railway, road and hydraulic works and 
b_uilding-were borne on an extraordinary budget "·hich was financed by foreign loons; 
smc~ then these works have been borne on the ordinary budget, funds being also pro\;dl"ll 
to gtve employment to the unemployed. These funds are raised by internal loans and 
various general contributions or taxes. Road works, however, are now finanl-ed out of 
the rev~nu~ obtained under t~e Road Law and by the extraordinary budget. 

Irngatlon works are. ca_rned out by the St~te, which inserts the sums required in 
the budget. The benefic1anes of the works earned out, however, are required to refund 
to the State the sums expended thereon in thirty-six and a-half years in annual instalments 
at the rate of 5% interest and I% amortisation, starting from the fourth year after 
the work has been put into use. 

China. 

The capital required for the construction of railways is provided, according to each 
special case and to the nature of the line, by the Central Government or the provincial 
Governments from their own resources or by the issue of a loan. The capital of private 
railways is provided by the shareholders or private individuals concerned. 

Hydraulic works undertaken by the National Economic Council are financed partly 
from Central Government funds and.partly from provincial funds and sometimes from 
both. The expenditure thus borne by the Central Government is usually charged to 
the extraordinary budget; that borne by the provinces is partly covered by internal 
loans. The Central Government has advanced certain sums to the River Commissions 
for their works, and these sums will subsequently be refunded. 

The funds for the reconstruction work necessitated by the great floods in the 
Yangtse-Kiang Valley in 1931 came partly from a loan of wheat and cotton which the 
Central Government obtained from the United States of America. 

Czechoslova kla. 

1.'he construction of national roads is partly financed out of the ordinary State 
budget and partly out of the fund create? for the improve~ent_ of the road _system out 
of the proceeds of internal loans. The mterest and amortiSatiOn are ~ro~ulcd o~t. of 
the motor taxes. Other roads are financed by means of State and provmcml subsulles, 
up to a maximum of 6o% of the total cost, the remainder being borne by the communes 
or covered by departmental loans. . 

The cost of works for the State railways is met either out of the operatmg profits. 
by Treasury advances, or by credit operations. 

Agricultural improvement works and development undertakings are .for the most 
part financed by State or provincial subsidies, the_ balance of the c~t bemg foun_d by 
the interested parties by whom the works are earned out out of the1r own resources or 
by means of loans. h · t 

Water-supply and sewerage works are subsidised by the State or t e provmc~ ou 
of their ordinary budgets up to a ma:odmum of a third of the total costs. The re~amdcr 
is borne upon the extraordinary budgets of the communes, the funds of whsch are 

. pro~t:!y0~0jnfa.'nd waterways, harbours and hydro-electric.powcr stations_are financed 
b St t h draulic fund the resources of which are provided more partscularly by a 
sia:e ;a~t. yby contributions from local bodies and, in the last place, by loans the 
service of which is ensured by the revenues of the fund. . . , 

Electrification works are financed by the communes or out of the =~CJ1hc~r:ys 
own share capital, and also by the issue of bonds or loans guaran Y e a or 
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the provinces. For rural electrification, the State also makes grants not exceeding 50% 
of the total costs. . 

1'he construction of public buildiugs is financed according to the circumstances 
either by the State alone out of the extraordinary budget, or by the State with the 
participation of the departments and communes concerned. 

The construction of gasworks is financed out of the extraordinary budget of the 
communes concerned. . 

In the last place, the funds for works on the installations of the telegraph, telephone 
and broadcasting services are found by the State undertakings or institutions concerned. 
The costs are also met to some extent by the "labour loan". In certain cases, this loan 
has also been used to finance the construction of airports and public buildings. 

Denmark. 

Expenditure on railway construction is, in general, included in the ordinary budget 
of the State. In some cases, however, it is met out of the proceeds of foreign loans. 
The expenditure on certain bridges which are also intended for motor traffic was met 
partly out of the proceeds of a tax on petrol. 

The greater part of the expenditure on bridges and roads is met out of the proceeds 
of taxes on motor vehicles and the remainder out of various ordinary Government and 
local taxes, and sometimes also by internal loans raised by the communes to enable 
the work to be carried out more rapidly. 

Expenditure on hydraulic works is covered by the annual budget of the State. The 
State made a grant, however, to defray the whole cost of the drainage of the polders, 
on condition that the owners of the area concerned refunded one-third. For this purpose, 
the State was authorised to raise the funds by issuing bonds. 

The unemployment fund grants subsides, not exceeding 30% of the wages paid, 
for unemployment relief works. The State bears the cost of two-thirds of this subsidy; 
the remaining third is borne by the communes. 

Egypt. 

Public undertakings executed by the Government are usually financed by appro
priations included in the budget of the department concerned and charged to the revenue 
of the State. In time of prosperity, extraordinary appropriations are sometimes made 
from the State reserve funds. 

\Vith regard to undertakings carried out by local bodies, water, lighting and sewerage 
undertakings are financed by State-guaranteed loans from the local banks, repayable in 
from thirty to forty years. The necessary funds for other local works are taken from the 
budgets of the bodies concerued. 

Estonia. 

Credits for public works are placed by the State at the disposal of the Ministry of 
Communications, which is in charge of all works. 

The special unemployment fund is derived from several special taxes fQr alleviating 
· unemployment, s~ms allotted .out of the State budget, and repayable State loans. The 

whole c~st of pubhc works earned out by the Central Government is paid by appropriations 
from th1s fm~d; _on the other hand, as a rule only 75 % of the value of the work done 
by l~al bod1es IS met by gr~n.ts from the fund. An exception is made in the case of 
certam cl~sses of 'York of pubhc Importance, when the grant may be increased up to 100 %. 

Foreign and mternal loans were contracted for some of the works carried out by the 
1\Iunicipality of Tallinn. 
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Ethiopia. 

All expend~ture on the work carried out for account of the central nuthority is con·red 
by an extraordmary budget of the State. 

Finland. 

The State contributes towards the financing of unemployment rclid \\'orks, mainlv 
by means of gr~nts. The whole of. the amount required is raised by national short-h'n;, 
loans. Expendtture on other pubhc works, however, is met out of the ordinary budget 
of the State. In some. ca;;es-for instance, the drainage of agricultural land uml foa•st 
marshland-the benefictanes pay a share of the expenses in the form of redL•emahle loans. 

France • 

. The expenditure on ordinary public works carried out by the State is covt•red by the 
ordt~ary budget of t?e State. Grants to departments, public institutions and other 
bodies for the execution of works are also charged to this budget. In addition to the 
ordinary appropriations, appropriations for perfecting the national er1uipment have been 
granted since 1929, and this has enabled much work to be done. 

The railway companies and the communes are responsible for nearly a thin! of the 
cost of the suppression of level-crossings. Work in respect of posts, telegraph~ and 
telephones appears under the heading " Extraordinary Expenditure " in the l'ost Otli~e 
annex to the budget and is met by the issue of bonds. Until such issue~ are made, the 
Treasury makes advances. These bonds are redeemable within a period not exceeding 
thirty years. The sums required for interest and redemption appear in the ordinary 
expenditure of the annex to the budget, such expenditure being itself covered by working 
receipts or from the general budget. All these bonds are su bscrihed for in I'm nee. 

As regards rural equipment, the State gives financial assistance by means of 'I'reasury 
grants varying from 10 to so %. The rest of the expenditure is horne by those concerned. 
They sometimes also receive departmental grants, however, and may also, in case of need, 
obtain funds by means of loans from certain State funds. On the other hand, in order to 
encourage the unemployment relief work of the departments and communes, a credit fund 
has been set up by the State. Furthermore, rebates of interest have been granted to 
departments and communes contracting loans for the purpose of undertaking work for the 
relief of the unemployed. 

The State partly finances the plan of large-scale works for the relief of unemployme~.Jt, 
and has for this purpose constituted a common labour fund in connection with the .Srx:wl 
Insurance Offices under the supervision of a national committee. This enables the State 
to finance the important programme of works by means of loans to the conunon fnnr!. 
Bodies participating in the execution of the works have a prior claim o~ loans fron~ tl11~ 
fund, standard contracts in respect of such loans being drawn up by the nat1onal cornnut~i·e. 
These loans are repayable in annual instalments within a maximum period of from tlurty 
to fifty years. 

Greece. 

Road works were originally financed by foreign loans and aftet;Ward~. owin~ to the 
depression out of the State budget. The same applies to hydraulic work~. wluch the 
depression' has also made it necessary to finance out of the State hud.get. On the other 
hand, certain harbour and toVI-n-planning works have been financed by mternalloan~. 
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Haiti. 

The 1'itate places funds for the execution of works at the disposal of the Directorate
General of Public Works. 

Hungary. 

The cost of public works is borne by the Government and provid~d .out of the ~tate 
budget. In the case of certain hydraulic works carrie~ out ~y dyke-1.>UP,dmg and dramage 
associations however, the State assists the financmg w1th subsidies and loans, the 
remainder df the cost being borne by the associations out of their own funds. 

India. 

Works are financed in some cases direct by the Government of India itself; in others, 
by the various provincial Governments out of loan funds or else out of .ordinary budgetary 
revenue. In the latter event, it is sometimes budgetary balances wh1ch are used for the 
purpose. . _ . . . . 

The financing of certain other works is assisted by grants and loans to mumc1palit!es 
and other local bodies, which also bear a certain share of the expense themselves. 

In certain cases, these various methods of financing have been combined. 

Iraq. 

The cost of works is normally covered out of the ordinary or extraordinary State 
budget; in certain cases, the costs are recovered from the concession-holders. 

Irish Free State. 

Road works are financed out of State funds, the Government making grants to the local -
bodies which are actually responsible for construction. These last also make a limited 
contribution to the cost. In the case of buildings constructed by local authorities, 
hydraulic works, harbour works and works connected with water-supply and sewerage 
schemes, the costs are also partly covered by State grants or advances out of budgetary 
revenue, particularly when the works are designed to relieve unemployment. The 
remainder of the cost of such works is covered by contributions from the local authorities. 
The latter are also authorised to contract loans, by public issue, for the execution of 
the above-mentioned works. To contribute to the financing of road works, a Road Fund 
is maintained out of the taxes levied by local bodies on the owners of mechanically 
propelled vehicles; the funds brought in by these taxes must, indeed, be exclusively used 
for such works. State building grants may also be allocated, through the local authorities, 
to the public utility societies and to private individuals. 

State loans for the above-mentioned works are repayable by annual instalments and 
guaranteed by local taxes or mortgages on the buildings concerned, and, in the case of 
harbour works, ~y harbour revenues. In the case of hydraulic works, a levy is also made 
on. th.ose benefitmg thereby by way of contribution to the cost. Expenditure on public 
buildings for the Government services is borne either entirely by the State or jointly by 
the State and the local authorities concerned. 

The greater part of the sums required for estate improvement comes from the moneys 
annually vo~ed for this purpost; by Parliam~nt and is employed to make grants to those 
concerned, m some cases subJect to partial repayment. In addition to the normal 
expenditure, considerable sums have been allocated to works of this kind as a measure 
of unemployment relief. 
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Italy • 

. . The cost of work~ carried out dire~t by the St;.te is borne on the budget of th~ 
1\Imtstnes concerned; m the case of ordmary works, the necessarv funds are shown ~~~ 
ordinary expe?diture, whereas, in the case of extraordinary works, the chuph•rs of till' 
budgetary estimates correspond, not merely to the various categories of works conl'l'rned 
but also to the proposed meth?ds of financing them-tha~ is to say, lump-sum payuu:ntS: 
or else payments of annual mstalments for works earned out undt•r concessions, the 
payments being deferred, or in connection with subsidies or contributions. 

The cost of works carried out by local bodies is borne by their respecti\·e bud~ets with 
the assistance of State subsidies or contributions. In certain cases, the State abo makt•s 
grants to private individuals. All these grants and contributions are borne upon the 
budget of the Ministry of Public Works. In certain cases, the State also adopts the 
system of partial repayment of the cost of such work. Where necessary, it lmthorist·s 
local bodies to contract loans to finance public works. 

Latvia. 

Public works are largely financed out of the special unemployment rclid fund 
maintained by a levy deducted at the source on the wages of ollicials and employt•t·s, 
together with contributions by employers, house-owners and professional people. 'l'hc 
remainder of the cost is covered by special credits in the State budget. 

The necessary funds are allocated to Government institutions and agricultural 
organisations in the form of non-repayable credits, while the municipalities receive ball 
of the money placed at their disposal in the form of a subsidy and the other half as a 
loan for a period of ten years with interest at 1 % per annum. 

Lithuania. 

Labour costs are defrayed out of a Public Works Fund created for the organisation 
of unemployment relief works, the municipalities being responsible for supplying the raw 
materials, etc. The fund is maintained by taxes on employers and contractors, and by 
grants from the State and the municipalities. It is sufficient to provide work for all the 
unemployed. . · . 

Before the creation of this fund, a third of the sums reqlllred for unemployment rehd 
works was supplied by the State and the remainder by the municipalities. 

Luxemburg. 

The cost of the works is covered by a loan, or out of the ordinary State htt<lget, ••r 
out of the municipal budgets of the communes. . . 

State grants to the communes for works in connect10~ wath the water SIIJ•I•IY an<l 
sewerage amount generally to about 10 % of the total cost Ill the case of the forml'r and 
25% in the case of the latter. 

Netherlands. 

Unemployment relief works are partly financed by Go~·ernment granh provided for 
in the State budget out of ordinary revenue. The expendature borne by the communt"ll 
is partly covered by ordinary revenue and partly by internal loans. In 19.35· moreover, 
the Government proposed to create a special fund to finance the works. 
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New Zealand. 

· 'l'he greater part of the expenditure on road-building is ~orne by the S~ate out of 
foreign loans repayable by annual instalments; the sums requ1red for the s~rv1ce of such 
loans are provided out of the general revenues of the State. A smaller share m the. expen
diture is borne by the local bodies,in the main out of local rates, but also by means of mternal 
loans secured upon a special land tax. In addition, the State assists the financing of 
road works by means of the " public works fund ", which is maintained by loans, and also 
by means of the Highway Board, the funds of which are derived from national taxation 
on the motorist road-user and sometimes a}so from loans. 'l'he Board makes grants up 
to 75% of the total expenditure incurred by local bodies on road works. . 

In certain cases, the Government grants 'loans repayable by annual mstalments t_o 
those undertaking hydraulic works and land improvement. In other cases, the cost IS 

borne by the Governments out of loan funds. · · 
Harbour works are generally financed by loans secured upon the revenues of the 

harbour boards concerned and sometimes by a special tax. • 
'l'he building of airports is financed either direct out of State revenue or else by means 

of the Public \Vorks Fund. · 
In the last place, the construction of buildings and postal, telegraph and telephone 

installations are financed by means of loans. 

Norway. 

'l'he works are partly financed by the State and partly by the· comm~nes. Public 
organisations finance their own works. · 

'l'he districts and localities concerned participate in the financing of railway building 
by contributions amounting generally to 15 %. 'l'he same principle is a!s<1 applied to 
certain other categories of works. 

In addition, the State makes grants or loans in respect of certain works carried out 
by the communes. Sometimes works are jointly financed by the State and the communes. 
The cost of public road building, for example, is borne as to 70 % by the State and 30 % 
by the communes concerned. , 

State expenditure for this purpose is regarded partly as ordinary expenditure and 
partly as extraordinary expenditure which is specially voted for unemployment relief. 

Jlinancing by means Qf loans is of rare occurrence . 
• 

Poland. 

The co~t of public works is borne in the first place by the " labour fund ", which 
frequently finances the works undertaken by the State administration and also contributes 
to the finan~ing of works carried out by independent local bodies and by private enterprise. 
The. resources of the " labour fund " are obtained chiefly from a levy on wages, a contri
bution from the urban con.uuu!les and the autonomous district unions, various consumption 
taxes, and, lastly, a contnbutlon from the State. The credits made available out of the 
fund. f.or the finan:cing. of works ta~e the form of advances for productiye works and 
su?stdte~ for works wluch are not d1rect!y revenue-producing (e.g., roads). The fund is 
cluefly ~ntended to cover the co~ts of labour, and only provides credits for a certain 
prop~rtton o~ the cost of matenals, as a rule not exceeding 30 % of the whole, the 
remamder bemg found ou~ of other sources by those to whom credits are granted. 

!'s regards more part1cu!arly the works in connection with roads and bridges, the 
cost IS borne partly by the " road fund ",which is merely an annex to the State budget, and 
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partly by the budgets of the regional and local administrations sometinu.·s with th~ 
participation of public bodies. Recourse is not had to loans for ;oad works. 

The cos~s of railway: building are mainly covered_in the first place by means of credits 
from the Polish S~ate Rail~ays Investment Fund, whtch forms part of the ordinary bml~:l't 
of that undertakmg, and m the second place by means of credits out of the funds fnr 
unemployment relief works, included in the ordinary State budget, and in the last plm·e 
by means of international loans. • . 

As regards hydraulic works and land improvement, the State makes grants in aid of 
the expenses of the syndical associations, and for this purpose a State iutprovements fum! 
has been created and is maintained by budgetary credits. In addition, the" labour fund " 
has been used for financing improvement works, contributions also being made by thl• 
autonomous administrations and the individuals concemed. 

Funds to finance works in connection with navigable waterways are also provi<h·<l 
in the State budget or else by means of intemal or foreign loans, or,lastly, are obtaim·d 
from interested private undertakings or joint-stock companies. 

Harbour works are financed by repayable credits provided in the State h\lll~:ct; 
the airport works were originally financed by the State and subsequently by the Polish 
State Railways. · • 

In the case of housing, the credits granted by the State represent a very hi~:h proportion 
of the expenditure, amounting in some cases to 90 %. Credits for workers' dwelling•, 
on the other hand, are provided from the " labour fund ". . 

In the last place, works in connection with the postal, telegraph and telephone servtc<·~ 
are financed by ordinary budgetary credits or foreign loans. 

Portu~al. 

Railway works are financed out of the ordinary and extraordinary budgets. 1'hc 
extraordinary budget is constituted by intemal.loans guaranteed by the revenul; of the 
special State Railways Fund, and ~edee~table m twenty years. . . 

In the case of works in connection wtth water supply and sewerage, .l.thour costs ar~ 
financed out of the " unemployment fund ", while th~ costs of t~e matenal are found h) 
the administrative bodies concemed, either out of thetr own avatlabl~ funds or ~y mean~ 
of loans guaranteed by the future receipts from the ne~ _wor~. \\h~re necessa?': 1~hc State bears a proportion of the expenditure of the admmJStrattve bodtes, !lot excl'{!< mg 
so % of the total cost of the works, or alternatively guarantees the bonds tssucd for th ~~ 

ptup~=~boui works are financed by the State out of Joan funds. Certain harbour boar<~•· 
however, have also contracted loans direct or have charged part of the cost of the wor ~ 
to their ordinary budg~ts. . . 'n1and waterways is borne by the State Admi-
nistJj~ncj~~ft;~~~~~~nand~~i~t::~~ bodies concerned and the "unemployment 

fund ". . k 'd f out of credits included in the extraordinary Agricultural hydraultc wor s are pat or · 
eJ..-penditure in the State budg_et. f bli buildings the cost of labour is borne by the 

As regards the constructiOn o pu c t 'al e"ther on the budget of the State Admi
" unemployment fund ", and thhe .c?St of m\~ uti~ity associations. Certain works have 
nistration or by the local aut onbes or pu he Government 
also been financed by means tf ~~:ns co;yat~~:r~~~ and telephone ~·ices are finance,) 

In the las~ place, works f orh t eDepos ~ • ent and by means of loans contracted by the 
out of the ordmary budget o t a pa m ' 
State. 
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Salvador. 

As a general rule, e~penditure on national works is covered out of the State budget, 
the ~ost of other works being borne upon the municipal budgets. 

The expenditure on departmental roads· is covered by special taxes, more particu-
·larly the taxes on cafes and part of the traffic tax. • 

Sweden • 
• 

The chief objects of the State's t,i.nancial support of public works were, in the first place, 
unemployment relief, and, in the second place, the encouragement of industry, the artisan 
class, agriculture and the timber trades.. Among the steps taken for these purposes was 
the creation of a special fund from which grants could be made. These were to be financed 
by means of loans, repayment being ensured by ·revenue from certain ordinary and 
extraordinary taxes. 

The State funds allocated to public works are supplied either by the special credits 
for unemployment relief known as the "unemployment budget", or by credits in the 
ordinary budget. . 

In the second place, a distinction must be made between credits for works executed 
under open-market conditions and credits for the so-called State "reserve works ", or 
communal " reserve works " subsidised by the State. 

The State contributes to works carried out by local bodies and sometimes even by 
individuals by means of loans free of interest and without repayment for a period of five 
years, or by means of grants made either directly or through public institutions or bodies. 
I.oans and grants alike are only accorded on certain stated conditions and may not exceed 
a certain proportion of the total cost, varying according to the nature of the works. The 
remainder of the cost is borne bY. local bodies, institutions or interested parties. Certain 
communal "reserve works ",however, are entirely financed by the communes. 

In the last place, special credits have been voted in the budget for "anticipatory 
works ". 

Switzerland. 

Public works are, as a rule, financed out of ordinary revenue and are provided for in 
the ordinary budgets of the authority by which they are carried out (Confederation, 
cantons, communes). 

Extraordinary works on a large scale (e.g., the bpilding of modern roads) are financed 
by loans, the interest and amortisation charges on which are met out of the ordinary 
budget. Another source of revenue for road-building is the import duty on petrol. 

Unemployment relief works, on the other hand, are financed by special credits from 
which the Confederation makes extraordinary grants to the cantons and communes. 

The cantons and communes have increased certain taxes in order to cover the 
ell.-penditure entailed by such emergency works. The Confederation and certain cantons 
have even introduced a temporary " depression tax " for this purpose. 

The necessary credits for works in connection with the Federal Railways are granted 
by Parliament, repayment to be completed in a hundred years. Should the operating 
surpluses prove insufficient for the purpose, the expenditure is covered by internal loans 
guaranteed by the State. 

The cost of cantonal and communal works is covered partly by the ordinary budgets 
of the authorities concerned, partly by special credits, and partly by the ordinary and 
unemployment relief grants made by the Confederation and cantons. 

For certain works, advances are also made by the administration. 
In the last place, the various methods are sometimes combined. 
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United States of America. 

. As r.egards Federal cons~ruction, large appropriations have caused a considemhle 
mcrease m nearly all categones of works. The expenditure is either ma(le dirl'Ct or
in the case of roads--is given to the different States in order that they may carry· out 
national works themselves .• Federal construction is financed out of current revenue ami 
!f necessary, by short- and long-~errn internal loans. This expenditure is shown sepamtd~ · 
m the budget, partly under ordinary and partly under emergency appropriations. \\'ith 
regard to the repayment of the loans, expenditure on self-liquidating works will return 
progressively to the Treasury. It is provided that any surplus on' certain works must be 
paid over to the Treasury. . 

As regards non-Federal construction, considerable sums were advanced as loans or 
grants, bills or bonds being issued by the Federal Government to the States, munkipalitit•s 
or other public bodies, after consideration and approval by the competent }ledcral authority 
of the work projected. This made possible a considerable development in construdinn. 
Grants of this kind, however, may not exceed 30% of the cost of the labour nnd material 
employed. The rest of the expenditure on non-Federal works is obtained by varinns 
means; for the most part, however, taxes do not suffice and loans have had to be raised. 
The Federal Government only requires repayment of 70 % of the loans advanced to 
non-Federal Government bodies. 

As regards private construction, loans are granted by the issue of bonds aftl·r 
examination and approval by the competent Federal authority, particularly to ~he 
railways and for the construction of dwellings, as a contribution towards the financing 
of the works in question and the purchase of material. Part of the sum required is charg(•d 
to the emergency appropriation voted by Congress. 

Yugoslavia. 

Public works are generally financed either out of the State budget or the budgets 
of the " banovines " (provinces) or the district road committees, or ~Is~ by means nf 
State subsidies with contributions from the parties concerned, the provmcml road funds, 
certain stated revenues and, in the last place, internal or foreign loans. . . 

The cost of harbour works carried out by the State is charged agamst the cre(hh 
of the Ministry concerned and covered partly out of the State budget and partly by means 
of an Investment Loan. d' d't 

The costs of new railway works are covered in general out of the extr~or mary ere 1 s 
in the State budget-sometimes even to a lesser extent out of the ordmary budg~t(.•ry 
credits--or else by means of foreign or internal loans. To fina!lce such w?rks the State 
has in certain cases contracted loans with the foreign undertakmgs executmg the w.orks. 
The service of such loans is provided by the budget, in which it appe~rs und~r extra;rddmry 
e enditure The amortisation schemes are based either upon State b1IIS or . on s or 
xp · ent b the State of its share of the periodic instalments at agreed mtervals. 

on t~!fs~onne~ed with the State forests and related works are financed b\reg~l~d 
credits in the ordinary State budget. The wate;a};s t~~n~~~~~:s w~:~=s~l; ~~ f~

1 

a 
for by ordinary budge.t credi~, ~ut of .~e b~~!~or~s fund~nd the SPecial reafforestation 
smaller extent, by c~ed.its out o t e Specl p~ed in the same way. 
fund. Reafforestatlon works are a:a fin~!J ut by the hydraulic associations are largely 

Agricultural development ~or scam 0 orb means of loans contracted by them. 
financed by the latt~r <;>Ut of thea 0~ resourcesalso ~ade available for such purposes and 

State and provtnoal grants are, owevJrrtakin 
5 

executing the works. Settlement 
advances are sometimes mad~alb!ol~~~o: fund ~eated by the State, together, in the 
works are charged to th~ Spec1 'b t' f om those concerned. 
case of certain works, With contn u 10ns r 
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Ill. AN EsTIMATE, AS FAR AS ni POSSIBLE, OF THE ALLOCATION OF EXPENDITURE ON THE 
ExECUTION OF PUBI,IC \VORKS, AS BETWEEN MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT PROVIDED BY 
NATIONAL OR FOREIGN INDUSTRY, ON THE ONE HAND, AND LABOUR-THAT IS TO SAY, 

\VAGHS AND MISCELLANEOUS SoCIAL EXPENDITURE-oN THE OTHER. 

Union of South Africa. 

As regards the works executed by the Department of Public Works, it is estimated 
that the cost of the labour directly employed and that of the materials delivered on the 
site each represent about 50% of the expenditure. 

In the case of works executed by the Department of Agriculture, roughly 70 % 
of the cost of anti-soil-erosion works goes to pay the wages of unemployed Europeans. 
Materials and equipment, generally of local manufacture, are supplied by the owners of 
the lands. 

As regards the construction of airports, the proportion of the cost of labour varies 
greatly according to the nature of the works, but as a rule it represents the greater part. 
Materials and equipment are all locally manufactured, or, where necessary, are imported, 
almost always from the United Kingdom. 

In the case of forestry works, it is estimated that labour represents 75% of the total 
expenditure. 

As to irrigation works, 70% is accounted for by labour, 25% by materials of South
African manufacture, and 5% by imported materials. 

I,astly, the materials and equipment in connection with the postal, telegraph and 
telephone sen·ice~ are obtained entirely from abroad, mainly from the United Kingdom, 
and represent approximately 56% of the total expenditure; the remainder-that is, 44% 
-is accounted for by labour and transport charges. 

Australia. 

C ommonu•eallh W urks. 

'l'he proportion of the cost of the normal works for the postal, telegraph and telephone 
services accounted for by labour is relatively low. In the case of the " new works " 
however, the proporti?n has varied between 30 and 55 % according to the year. ' 

As regards the Rtver Murray works, the expenditure on labour and materials is in 
each case, estimated at 50 % of the whole. . ' 

• Works carried out by the Various States. 

New Suulh lV ales. 

In. the ~ase of the works car~i~d out for the Unemployment Relief Council, the 
e:~."Pend1ture IS normally equall~ d1v1ded between labour and materials. As, however, 
endeavours have b~n mad~ to mcrease, as far as possible, the amount spent on labour, 
such charges have m certam cases (country roads, drainage) amounted to as much as 
85% of the total. 'l'he materi?ls are almost entir~ly of local origin. · 

As regards the works earned out by the Pubhc Works Department the proportion 
spent on. labour has varied between 35% (urban water supplies) ~nd 6o 'Y. (land 
reclamation). 0 
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In so far as irrigation works and the provision of water supplies are concerned wages 
represent 40 to so % of the total cost. ' 

~he pr<>J?Ortion represented. by wages in the cost of forestry works is 8o n•, the 
remamder be~ng_ spen~ on matenals, all of local origin. · '

0 

Labour, 1t 1S estimated, ac~ounts for so% of the cost of main rond works. As, 
~owever, all the ne~essary matenals ar~ also produced in the a1untry, it is bclie,·ed that, 
m the long ron, 9S .Yo of the cost goes m wages or payments to local industries. 

As regards agncultural development works, 30 to 40 % is spent on labour am\ 6o to 
70 %on materials, almost all of Australian origin. In the case, however of works in this 
category carri~d out ~th a _view to the relief of unemployment, the prop~rtion accountl-d 
for by labour ts sometimes mcreased to so %. The share of labour in works for bringing 
new land under cultivation sometimes amounts to 100 % of the total cost. 

Queensland. 

All the materials used are of Australian origin. 

Tasmania. 

Labour charges are estimated at 7S % and materials at 25 %-

South Australia. 

In the case of most works, labour accounts for 40 to so % of the total costs. In the 
case of road-building, however, the respective proportions are two-thirds for labour and 
one-third for materials, while in the case of forestry works labour charges are estimated 
at 7S %-

The materials used are largely of Australian origin. 

Western Australia. 

Wages represent on an avera:;e 62 %of the total. Here, too, the materials are almost 
all of local origin. 

Victoria. 

On an average, labour represents 6o to 6S % of the cost of works in connection with 
rivers and water supplies, settlement and roads and bridges. In the case of roads an.d 
bridges, however, labour charges may amount to as much as 8o % when the work IS 

carried out for the relief of unemployment. . 
In the case of railway works, labour represents 50 to.70 %of. the total cost accord~~~g 

to circumstances, while in the case of forestry works 1t somet1mcs amounts to 95 :;,,. 
Labour charges only enter into the cost of electrification works, however, to the extent 

of 25 to 35 %-
Austria. 

The ratio between labour charges and the cost of materials is very different according 
to the category of the works In the case of building and airport works, for example, 
each item accounts for appro;omately 50% of the w~ole. As rf1?ards ai~rts, howtC.V'f• 
this does not apply either to levelling work~xpendtture on wh1c? goes a '."~t en tre ~ 
in labour charges-or to radio-electric installations, in the case of wh1ch matena reprt'!lf:n 

much the heaviest item. 
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The cost of works on the Federal Railways and also on the buildings of the postal, 
telegraph and telephone administration is made up as to 55 % by labour charges. ~he 
other works of the latter administration, however, sometimes include a larg~:r proportion 
for materials, rising to 6o % in the case of certain outdoor installations (cables) and to 
as much as 8o %in the case of certain indoor installations (amplification stations). 

Expenditure on bridge-building and hydraulic works includes 6o % for wages; an 
additional 15 % of the cost of hydraulic works, moreover, is accounted for by the labour 
employed indirectly (manufacture of materials and transport), making a total of' 75 %. 

As regards work on the Federal roads, 70 % goes in wages in the case of rebuilding 
and only 40 % in surfacing. 

The materials are almost all of local origin, with the exception of certain special 
materials employed in small quantities and necessarily imported, as they are not 
manufactured locally. 

Belgium. 

25 to 30 % of the cost of hydraulic works represents labour directly employed on the 
site. As materials and equipment, however, are almost entirely of Belgian manufacture, 
a further 50 % may be reckoned for labour employed indirectly, thus making a total 
of 8o %. The materials employed for the other categories of works are also largely of 
Belgian origin; as regards, however, operating a long-distance gas-supply works, a certain 
proportion of the materials are of foreign manufacture. 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

It is estimated that an expenditure of £I,ooo,ooo provides employment for about 
one year for 4,000 men, including not merely those engaged actually on the work, but also 
those engaged on the provision of materials, transport, etc., in connection therewith. 

Bulgaria. 

20 to 23 % of the cost of public buildings represents labour, the remainder being 
spent on materials of local or foreign origin. 

As regards the building of tramways, 20 % of the total represents labour the 
materials being largely of foreign origin. ' 

Chile. 

The proportion varies greatly according to the nature of the works. Thus : · 
. In the case of roads, it. is estimated that 50 ~ of the cost is accounted for by wages, 

wtth another 5 % for soc1al charges, the remamder representing the expenditure on 
materials, the great bulk of which is of home origin. 
. Labour (wag~ and social charges) repr~ent 30 %in the case of bridges; the balance 
IS spent on matenals, a constantly mcreasmg percentage of which is of home origin· 
the ~roportion of home-produced materials, indeed, now exceeds that of the materi~ 
obtamed from abroad. 

As regards hydraulic works, labour represents 20 to 25 CX most of the materials 
being of foreign origin. 0

' 

The labour costs of buil~ngs are estimated at 6o % of the whole. 
Last!Y: as regards ~he railways, labour and home-produced materials represent 70 %. 

the remammg 30 % bemg accounted for by materials of foreign origin. 
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China. 

According to certain data re~arding the hydraulic works (Yellow River), it is estimated 
that labour employed on the s1te acco?pts for approximately 40 % of the total costs, 
the P«:rcentage acco~~ed f~r by ~endi~ure on the preparation and delivery of building 
matenals of home ongm bemg slightly h1gher. 

Plant and equipment, on the other h~d, are generally imported. 

Czechoslovakia. 

In the case of road constructions, the average expenditure on wages is estimated
at 6o .%. and for road surf~c~ repairs ~2 %. the remainder being spent on supplies of 
matenals of Czechoslovak ongm, and bemg therefore to a large extent devoted to indirect 
wages. · 

In the case of bridge construction, the proportion of wages is 33 %; for railway 
constructic;m and agricultural improvement works, 6o %; for water-supply and sewers, 
34 %; for mland waterways, ports, and hydraulic power, 6o % to 65 %; for electrification 
works, 19 %:and, lastly, for building, so to 6o %. 

For all these works the material is chiefly of Cze,s:hoslovak origin. 

Denmark. 

In the case of railway works, the proportion spent on labour is, on an average, one-third 
of the toal; in the case of hydraulic works, the proportion is 42 %. the remainder being 
spent on materials and equipment largely of home manufacture. In the case of certain 
harbour works, labour charges are estimated as representing so % of the whole. 

Egypt. 

Labour represents 2S % and materials 7S % of the expenditure on public works. 

Estonia. 

The proportion varies greatly, according to the category of t~e v.·orks and the particular 
undertaking within the category. The following examples will nevert.heless convey an 
approximate idea of the ratio between labour charges and total expend1ture: 

In the case of roads and bridges and works on navigable waterways, 90 %; of 
agricultural improvements, 70 %: of railway works, building, telegraph and telephone 
installations, so %. etc. 

Ethiopia. 

The materials employed were partly of home origin and partly of foreign manufacture. 
Only home labour was employed. The 1111emp!oyment problem, in the usual sense of the 
term, is llllknown. 

Finland. 

In the case of building, it is estimated that wages account for apt>roximately 48 %. 
and, in the case of other works, for more than half of the t~al expenditur~ oods which 

Materials are generally of home origin, apart from certam manufactur g 
are obtained from abroad. · 



France. 

In the case of road works it is estimated that, on an average, wages account for 50 % 
of the cost, allowance being m~de for the labour indirectly employed in supplying materials. 
The proportion represented by labour charges in the cost of works for the postal, telegraph 
and telephone services varies between 35 % and 6o %. according to the nature of the works. 

Greece. 

Labour accounts for 70 % of the expenditure on road and hydraulic works and 6o % 
of the cost of harbour extension works. The materials used in road works are of home 
origin, whereas the hydraulic works necessitate the importation of goods manufactured 
abroad. 

Iraq. 

The proportion varies greatly, according to the nature of the works. On an average, 
however, labour's share is 8o % to 85 % of the expenditure on roads, 35 % to 40 % of 
that on bridges, and 25 % of that on public buildings. 

Part of the materials supplied are manufactured abroad. 

Irish Free State. 

The proportion varies according to the nature of the works. It is stated more 
particularly that : 

In the case of normal road works, labour charges represent 75 % to 8o % of the total 
expenditure on roads without any special surface and so % of the expenditure on roads 
with a modem surface. Part of the materials and all the machinery are imported. In the 
case, however, of country-road works, contracts for small sections of which are awarded 
to farmers or labourers, the proportion accounted for by labour may be as high as 100 %-

In the case of land-improvement works, labour represents 90 % to 95 %. and 75 % 
in the case of land reclamation, the materials for both being of local origin. 

In the case of hydraulic and reafforestation works, labour accounts for 6o %-
In the case of water-supply and sewerage works, it amounts to approximately 50 % 

plus 5 %to 15 %in respect of labour employed indirectly in the manufacture and transport 
of the materials, all of which are of home origin. 

In the case of buiding works, the share of labour is as high as 55 %. more than half 
the materials being of foreign origin. . 

Italy. 

In the case of the works enumerated below, the percentage of expenditure represented 
by labour charges_is .as follows: . •1, 

Road-btttldtng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
Hydraulic works ..................................... . 
Maritime works . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~ 
Building works . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Sanitary works and works of social importance. . . . . . . . . . . 29 
Rail\vay building . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

Generally speaking, it is estimated that, on an average, labour accounts for 29 % 
of the total eli."Penditure. 
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Latvia. 

follo!.~ ~ estimated that the expenditure on public works is, on an average, made up n:~ 

IO % ~ial C
0
harges; 5 % ~ost of. materials and equipment, almost entirely of home 

!D'anufacture, IO Yo remuneration of mtellectual workers; the remainder goes to labour 
m the form of wages. 

Lithuania. 

It is merely stated that foreign goods are not used for the purposes of public works. 

Luxemburg. 

It is estimated that labour accounts for one-third of the total expenditure on road 
works (apart from surfacing), bridges, water supplies and the abolition of level-crossing~; 
in the case of road-s_urfacing and sewage disposal, labour's share is estimated nt a quarter 
of the total expenditure, the balance representing the cost of materials and equipment. 

New Zealand. 

It is estimated that 50 % to 6o % of the expenditure on works of a constntctional 
character is absorbed by labour charges, and 75 % in the case of maintenance work~. 
In the case of aerodromes, the cost of labour employed direct, and that engaged indirectly 
in the manufacture of materials produced exclusively in New Zealand, amounts to 75 %· 

Norway. 

In the case of the construction of railway lines, wages amount to about 6o% of the 
total expenditure, and in the case of materials and equipment 20 %. the remainder being 
spent on administration and preparatory work, 

In the case of road-construction, wages amount to from 70 %to 75 %of the aggregate 
cost, and in the case of works connected with inland waterways 8o %; in these two cases 
materials and equipment represent from 10 % to 12 %. 

Moreover, as regards railway construction, social charges are stated to amount to 

6%- . f . . . 
The materials employed are essentially o Norwegtan ongm. 

Poland. 

The following average figures are given for the proportion of labour : 
Fundamental improvements and correction of waterways, 73 %; work in har~urs, 

6o <y. • construction of dwellings 54%; roads and bridges, 30% to 50%; ratlway 
const~ction 35 % to 40 %; con~truction of public buildings, 33 %; :·ater supply and 
water mains, 32 %; electrification works, 13 %.: gas-suP,PlY works, ~ to· . _ 

Ge all speaking apart from certain spectal matenals and eq•upment, the matertal ner y • . . 
employed was almost exclusively of Polish ongm. 
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Portugal. 

The estimated average proportion of labour is as follows : • 
Railway construction, 30 %; water-supply and sewage disposal, 30 % to 40 %; 

inland waterways, 75 %; public buildings, 40 %- In the case of the last-named, ~he 
material is almost exclusively of Portuguese origin. In harbour works, the matenals 
are also of Portuguese origin, the equipment, on the other hand, being entirely of foreign 
manufacture. . . 

Lastly, it is stated that, in works on the posts, telegraphs, and telephones, the 
proportion of expenditure on labour is 15 %. the remainder of the exp_enditure being on 
material, of which foreign material represents 6o % and home matenal 40 %- In the 
case of the installation of wireless stations, 14.5 % is given as the proportion spent on 
labour. 

Sweden. 

The distribution of the expenditure is very variable· according to the nature. of the 
work. It is estimated, however, that according to the various principal methods of· 
carrying out public works, the proportion of wages to total expenditure is as follows : 

For " anticipatory " Government works, 6o %; for " anticipatory " communal works, 
40 %; for Government " reserve works ", So %; for State-subsidised communal " reserve 
works ", 68 %; and, lastly, for all works executed under open-market conditions, an 
average of 52 %-

The remainder of the expenditure relates to the supply of materials. 

Switzerland. 

For relief works, it is stated that the wages paid to unemployed persons occupied 
outside their calling amount, on the average, to 31.4 % of the total cost of the work. 

As regards normal works, on the other hand, the proportion on an average is as 
follows: 

Railway construction, labour: 43% to 55% according to the nature of the work; 
the remainder for materials. 

In the case of work in ports, one-third represents wages, one-third cost of materials 
(including about 10% of foreign origin), and one-third general, administrative and social 
costs. 

As regards the construction of airports, the share of labour varies between 20 % 
and 90 %. according to the nature of the work; the remainder represents orders placed 
with industry, chiefly Swiss, but also in part foreign. 

As regards the construction of public buildings, the share of labour represents 
one-thi~d o~ t~e ~otal costs, the remainder going to materials and ~quipment. The same 
proportton ts md.icated for work on telegraphs, telephones, and wueless stations. 

United States of America. 

In th.e early days of ~ovem~ent activity in the matter of public works, expenditure 
on matenals was apprectably htgher than that on labour, which on an average only 
amounted to 30 % to 40 %. It is, however, estimated that when the whole of the 
Public :Works .Administratio_n's programme has been carried out, about 50% of the total 
expendtture will have gone dtrectly for labour and about 50 %for materials and equipment. 
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Yugoslavia. 

The share of labour ip relation to total expenditure is estimated as follows · 
For roads and bridges, 6o% to 70 %:harbours, 30%: forestry work 90 o; ·water

wa~s .con:rervancy, ss.%: hy~o-technical works in general, 6o% to 8~ %:"buil<ling. 
$0 Yo. ~ellaneous mstallatlons (water supply, sewers, telegraphic and telephonic 
mstallatlons, gas), from 25 %to 30 %. 

. The remainder of the expe_n~ture is. devoted to industrial materials and supplies, 
wht<:h are m<?StlY of Yugoslav o~gtn; sup_Plies ar.e, however, partly imported from abroa<l, 
part!c~arly m ~he case. of certam ~atenals w~tch are not produced in the country, nnu 
spectaltnstallatlons whtch are supplied by fore1gn industry. 

IV. GOVERNMENTS' OPINIONS WITH REGARD TO THE EFFECTS OBTAINED OR EXt·~:l'TED 
FROlll THE EXECUTION OF PUBLIC WORKS ON THE RESUMPTION OF ECONOMIC AND 

INDUSTRIAl. ACTIVITIES AND ON UNEMPLOYMENT. 

Union of South Africa. 

The Government has no doubt that the building programmes carried out by the 
Public Works Department have been very beneficial in easing the effects of the depression 
on artisans and the building trade generally. Still more favourable results are anticipate<! 
from the exceptionally large building programme decided upon in 1934, which will 
certainly help to restore confidence and trade and employment throughout the country. 

Moreover, as regards land-settlement works, it is considered that they contribute 
to diminishing unemployment; the same applies to forestry and irrigation works. The 
former have contributed materially to a revival of industrial and economic activity and 
the latter are of vital importance to the future of the country from the point of view of 
the storage of water. 

It is also anticipated that the anti-soil-erosion campaign will make farming ll-ss 
precarious and in many cases more profitable. 

As regards railway construction work, it is c~nsi~ered that t~eir utility, a~a.~ from 
their favourable influence on unemployment, cons1sts m the creat1on of new faciltt1~ !or 
transport answering to the economic necessities of the districts traversed or penmttmg 
of the development of certain commercial or industrial activities. . . . 

Lastly, as regards work in the mandated territory of South West Afnca, 1t ts.ohserved 
that this work has absorbed the major portion of the unemployed of the terntory and 
has permitted of the settlement of farmers. 

Australia. 

Commonwealth lV orks. 

An economic and industrial revival due to the execution of certain works has been 
observed Other works have exercised some influence on unemployment. . 

As r~ards the River Murray works in particular, apart from ~he favo~rable mlluenc.e 
the have exercised on unemployment, it is believed that they will perm1t of the ~T'.l"t· 
tatfon of vast areas and hence of the intensive economic development of large distncts 
of the country which are at present held back by lack of water. 



Works carried out by the Various States. , 
New South Wales. 

As a consequence of the policy of public works and unemployment works follbwed 
by the Government, a material improvement has been observed in . unemp~oyment. 
Moreover, it is considered that the irrigation and water-supply works w!ll pe~1t of the 
intensive development of vast areas and the creation of numerous mdustne-;. The 
afforestation work, too, will facilitate the exploitation of the forests and will stabilise 
the forestry industry. · 

Road work is considered to be very valuable in creating wide possibilities of 
employment, both directly and indirectly, in numerous branches of national industry. 
Hence the loan funds assigned to these works are generally productive. Lastly, as regards 
agricultural improvement works, the majority have brought considerable economic 
advantages to the farms, while greatly contributing to a reduction of unemployment. 

Queensland. 

The Government considers that, by providing employment and restoring the 
purchasing power of the people, public works are an important factor in the endeavour 
to rehabilitate the financial position of the State. 

Tasmania. 

The effect of public works on unemployment is beneficial to an appreciable extent, 
but a far-reaching resumption of industrial activities is dependent on the extension of 
private enterprise. 

South Australia. 

. The various works undertaken have contributed to reducing unemployment and to 
stimulating industrial activity on the one hand and creating the necessary means of 
transport on the other. 

Western Australia. 

The public works have resulted in several industries working at full pressure. This 
has made it possible, directly and indirectly, for a substantial number of unemployed to 
be reabsorbed in industry. 

Victon"a. 

It is considered that the various public works have been very useful both as regards 
~heir v~l';le from the economic an~ the. industrial point of view and as i:nportant factors 
m prov1dmg employment. Electnficatlon works have been particularly useful in providing 
industry with the necessary motive power. 

Austria. 

The works undertaken are considered in general to have had a favourable influence 
on unemployment and on economic and industrial activity in Austria particularly the 

· · Federal road works, which, while giving direct employment to a large n~ber of workers, 
are also of benefit to all other branches of economic activity; building, which gives 
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employme~t to l~bour~rs. and contractors in the most varied branches; and hydraulic 
work~, which, betng d1stnbuted throughout the rural districts of the whole Iled,•mtion, 
a~ev!ate unemployment and the shortage of money among the population of those 
d1st~~ts. The latter works.are, further, of great. value from the point of view of 5e(;urity 
and rmprovement of the soil, and at the same tune represent productive investments. 

Belgium. 

The execution of public works on inland waterways has had a satisfactory e!lt'Ct on 
the economic and industrial depression and on unemployment. 

_ Furthermore, as regards works i~ connecti~n with electricity and long-distance gas 
supply, they are stated to have exerc1sed some mfluence on the resumption of economic 
and industrial activities, particularly by providing initial construction work. As regard>~ 
unemployment, the direct influence of the electricity works is unimportant, since these 
installations do not call for any considerable supply of labour. As regards the supply of 

· gas, it is stated that the influence on unemployment has in some cases been ofT set by the 
dismissal of workmen in gasworks which are no longer used. 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

The Govenrment considers that, in the execution of public works, the amount of 
employment provided cannot be the paramount consideration; the ultimate test of the 
work must be its social or economic value. Experience in recent years in the l'nitctl 
Kingdom has shown that the stimulation of special works selected primarily in r~pcct 
of their employment-providing capacity has an effect on the employment position which 
is small relative to the heavy expenditure incurred, and the works, when completed, leave 
burdens on national and local finances which impede the recovery of normal activity. 

The Government adds that, on a number of occasions, it has stated its view that the 
expansion of normal activity will most surely and rapidly be brought about by the 
creation of confidence by steady policy-in particular, financial confiden~e by a .balanced 
budget, the lowering of rates of interest with resultant cheap and plentiful CDJ>Ital, and, 
in so far as Government action is possible, by the creation of facilities for, and the removal 
of hindrances to, trade. 

His Majesty's Government therefore. thinks t~~t public works are pa~ o_f the norm~ I 
activities of the State and of local public authontles and they are contmumg, and :Will 
continue, in the United Kingdom, subject to the test of their v~lue t? the commumty; 
but the experiment of large-scale public works as a method of ~eahng w1th unemployment 
has been tried and has failed and it is not intended to repeat 1t. 

Bulgaria. 

Public works are stated to have provided considerable opportunities of employme_nt. 
Nevertheless, if the Administration had at its dis~ the ~u~ds necessary for carry~ng 
out its public works programme within a shorter penod, the1r mfluence on the reductton 
of unemployment would be still greater. 

Canada. 

It is believed that the execution of public works .has s~i~ulated ec~nomic :~~ 
industrial activity and has been an important factor Ill reltevmg unemp oymen I 

Canada. 
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Chile. 

Although the progress of the works has had to be slowed down and partly suspended 
owing to the Treasury cris.is, and .in these ci~cumstances the economic ret~ was ~acrifice?, 
it is considered that the1r partial execution was nevertheless of matenal ass1stance m 
solving the problem of unemployment and that it also ~ad a direct influence on the 
activity of certain industries, an appreciable recovery havmg taken place. . 

. Railway construction work, in particular, has not always been undertaken. mth a 
view to immediate commercial results; the main object in view was to promote agnculture 
and mining and to open up communications between remote parts of the country. 

China. 

As regards hydraulic works in general, they make it possible, particularly by protection 
against floods and by drainage, to reclaim for agriculture large areas of land, and also to 
improve considerably, mainly by irrigation, the yield of land already cultivable but 
suffering from drought. Further, in certain cases, an extension of trade and industry 
is anticipated as a result of the development of inland waterways and hydraulic power. 

Lastly, these various works provide opportunities of employment for a very large 
number of labourers. This is particularly important in the case of flood prevention 
works, which, besides providing protection for agriculture over vast areas, make it 
possible to rescue from famine vast numbers of workers, particularly refugees from the 
flooded areas. 

Czechoslovakia. 

Road works are important, not only from the standpoint of national economy and 
public utility, but also as a factor in relieving unemployment. In particular, roads 
with a modern surface have indirectly given employment to a very large number of 
persons. 

Capital investment in State railway works has a great bearing on the solution of · 
the present economic depression. It is considered, however, that only such works as 
will in future prove profitable should be undertaken. 

Agricultural improvement works are also regarded as one of the best ways of combating 
unemployment, since they are scattered throughout the country and, moreover, represent 
a source of increased revenue. 

- The provision of drinking-water supplies and sewage disposal are likewise considered 
to be a very effective means of combating unemployment, as the work is carried out in 
the towns where unemployment is usually most acute. It also has a beneficial effect 
from the health standpoint. . 

Lastly, works in connection with inland waterways, ports and hydraulic power are 
also found to be very effective in stimulating economic and industrial activity and 
relieving unemployment. 

Denmark. 

Certain works have helped to reduce unemployment among ordinary workers but 
have had less effect on employment in industry. ' 

At the same time, communications have been improved by some of the works 
undertaken, and large areas of land have been reclaimed for cultivation by means of 
others. 
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Egypt. 

Th_e hydraulic works, and particularly those connected with the construction of 
reserv~1rs ~or the storage of water, exercise a good influence on agriculture b , restorin 
to cultivation vast areas of land by means of irrigation and drainage and b ~. · g 
other land wh· h · air d ult" bl · • Y 1111Provm~ h IC IS ea Y c 1va e. It IS also stated that these works have mist'li 
~ de cos~ of labdour. Had these schemes not been carried out a large number of local 
tn ustnes woul have come to a standstill. 

Ethiopia. 

Th~ effe~t. of public works has been favourable and a continuous improvement iA 
eco~om1c actiVIty has been observed. Certain important improvements in the communi· 
catiOns of the country have been carried out. 

Finland. 

It i_s difficult to est~mate exactly the part played by public works in the 
re-estab.lishm~nt of economic and industrial conditions, which is chiefly due to the liberal 
e~onom1c po~cy. of the Gov~rnment. Nevertheless, the execution of tlllblic works has 
directly and mdirectly contnbuted largely towards reducing unemployment during the 
period of crisis. 

France. 

The Ministry of Public Works states at the end of its report that important public 
works can only be regarded as a temporary palliative for unemployment. 

The :Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones considers, moreover, that thl'Se 
works have contributed to the maintenance of economic activity and have a!!Sist('d the 
development of certain industries, particularly as a result of orders for materials. Never· 
theless, this is a specific programme of equipment which cannot be repeated, and, once it 
has been completed, the work in question will exercise no beneficial influence on the 
economic situation. 

Lastly, it is considered that rural equipment works, apart from their favourable 
influence on unemployment, contribute towards an improvement in conditions of life in 
the countryside and towards the development of public wealth. 

Greece. 

The execution of road-building works is likely to improve communicat!on~ and to 
stimulate agriculture by diminishing transport costs; it will also have a benefic1almlluence 
on unemployment and on commerce and industry in general. Equa~ly favourable r~ults 
are hoped for from the hydraulic works by which very large areas w11l be made ava1lable 
for agriculture. 

India. 

St · 1 "d on the importance of certain works which provide communicatinnll 
ress IS a! h . . t ffi f Tt ·es restore for districts hitherto not supplied with them, increase t e exJStmg ra .1c acJ 1 1 · • 

to cultivation wide areas of land and improve its yield, p~ocure the ~otJVe power nec~ry 
fnr the different parts of the country, or improve the samtary condJtlon5 of the populatiOn. 



Iraq. 

In the case of certain works, it is stated that they have been useful to the population, 
particularly th.ose helpin~ to protect it, .as w~ll ~s large areas of land, against floods, or to 
improve the y1eld of agnculture over w1de d1stncts. .. . 

Irish Free State. 

· The road improvement, agricultural reclamation and afforestation works ·are giving
satisfactory results, both from the general point of view of national economiC development. 
and more particularly as regards the campaign ag~st unemployment, owing to the 
opportunities of employment created especially for the rural population·. . · . · .• 

As regards building works, particularly the construction of dwellings for the popu- · 
lation, and water-supply and drainage work, they are of great social and sanitary value 
and create employment for various national industries, to which they give an opportunity 
of development. As regards the construction of dwelling-houses in particular, it .checks ' 
the migration of rural workers towards the town. · · · 

Italy. 

The ·policy pursued in respect of public works provided specially with a view to 
diminishing unemployment has greatly attenuated the effects of the depression in Italy. 
The development of public works has improved the economic situation of numerous 
industries, and the national economy has benefited appreciably thereby. 

Latvia. 

A favourable influence is exercised on unemployment by the erection of dwelling
house_s for unemployed agricultural workers with the object of encouraging the migration 
of unemployed urban workers to the country. -

Lithuania. 

It is considered that, apart from diminishing unemployment, certain of the works 
carried out are of great value to the country. • 

Luxemburg. 

It has been found that the works have greatly contributed to reducing unemployment 
by providing work for quarrymen and various industrial workers. · · . . 

Neth-erlands. 

Public works to counteract unemployment will be of permanent value in improving 
the .nat!on's ec~momic equipment. ~arge stretches of land have been brought under. 
culbvabon, while others have been Improved. Employment has been provided for a 
large number of persons, and the works have,had a favourable effect on certain industries. 
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New Zealand. 

Road ~orks ~av~ promoted industrial development in many parts of the countrY, 
a;'ld a~so l~nd cultivation. They have liJ..-ewise led to an improvement in the u~o:ricultur:LI 
situation m general. These works have also stimulated trade. Lastly they luw~ 
provide~ e~ployment ~rect!y br indirectly for a large number of persons. ' 

lmgatlon and land-Improvement works have brought under cultivation and remlt'Tl"<l 
fertile considerable stretches of land, and have enabled a large number of new farms to 
be established. 

· . On. the ·<?~er hand, har~our .works have had no direct effect on the resumption of 
economic actiVIty and very little mfiuence on unemployment; moreover, work at ui'l">rts 
has had no effect-or only a temporary effect~n unemployment. 

Norway. 

Public works are, it is thought, producing satisfactory results both directly by 
increasing employment and indirectly by the consequences thereby brought about. In 
particular, the establishment of communications in distant parts of the country has It·<! 

- to an improvement in their economic conditions, agricultural development, and also to 
an infi ux of settlers. 

Poland. 

Works on roads and bridges have not only helped to combat unemployment, but 
have likewise promoted the economic and industrial expansion of parts of the country 

- which hitherto lacked adequate means of communication, and also the development of 
motor traffic. 

It is also considered that, apart from their influence on unemployment, the railway 
works have met urgent economic requiremen~. . . 

· ·Lastly, work on inland waterways has m~1rectly ~ad a ~nefic1al effect on the 
economic development of the country by protectmg and 1mprovmg large areas. 

Portugal. 

Hydraulic works and the construction of public buildings ha\·e provided employment 
- for a large number of persons, and have thus helped to mitigate unemployment. . . 

Sweden. 

B in out public works the authorities have endeavoured to procur~ employment r carry g ber of unemployed and also to combat unemployment mduedly by 
for a ~rge num . dit' d t' bus paving the way for a trade revival, particularly tmprovmg economic c~>n tons an 
by increasing purchasmg pow~r. f th ks' h been both directly and indiredly to 

Th<: effect of the execut10n ° e wor 1 ::;' This applies both to State and 
reduce considerably the n~:nber d 0! unemf oy~i~ out under open-market conditi(Jn~. 
communal .. " ~rve works ! an o wor T~:SC works are therefore con~idered to have 
the latter mcluding const~cbbm~al ~or~ut an improvement of the situation as regar!Li 
played an important part m rmgmg a 
unemployment. • 



Switzerland. 

· By carrying out various works. and particularly by co-ordinating activities relating 
to public works, the authorities have given employment ~o a large number of persons 
who would otherwise be unemployed. • 

The railway works have led to the placing of large orders, and have thus helped to 
a great extent to give work to the country. Owing, however, to the effects of the 
depression, the extent of these works has had to be limited. · 

The port works have also given employment to various undertakin~ and factories 
and the facilities granted have been of great advantage to the trade and mdustry of the 
country. . . 

Lastly, as regards relief works in particular, these have ouly provided work for a 
small number of persons but have had a greater influence on the unemployment situation. 
owing to the system of rotation by which work is given to the unemployed. These works 
have also indirectly stimulated the economic life of the country in general. 

United States of America. 

Although it would appear to be impossible to attribute any definite proportion of the 
general results to the influence of public works alone, since they only form part of the 
reconstruction programme set on foot in 1933, it is nevertheless considered that the 
general programme has manifestly had the effect of halting the downward sweep of the 
depression and has increased business activity and considerably reduced the numbers of 
the unemployed, which are in constant diminution. At the same time, there has been 
an increase in purchasing power, which in its tum has had favourable effects on economic 
and industrial activity. Lastly, there has been a considerable increase in collections 
both of Federal and local revenue. · 

It is hoped that these favourable effects will be further enhanced iri the future, 
particularly by the execution of certain important works undertaken with the help of 
Federal funds for the purpose of organising and co-ordinating the development and 
conservation of the country's resources. 

Yugoslavia. 

The greater part of the work is carried out by local labour in order to relieve unem
ployment and the economic depression to some extent. 

Railway works, in particular, are considered to have brought about a decrease in 
unemJ?loyment. . On the other h~nd, h9.!bour ~orks ~re not thought to have had a very 
great mfluence e1ther on econom1c and mdustnal acbvity or on unemployment. . 

.Forestrr works have done much to reduce unemployment, particularly as they are 
camed out m poor pa~ of the country where ~ost of the workers are peasants who do 
not possess enough culb':able land and are obhged to look for subsidiary employment. 
By means of reafforestabon, areas that were formerly barren have been made econo-
mically productive. _ . 

La;;tly, wate~ays. conservancy wor~ are found to be of great importance for the 
well-being of t_he inhab~tants and the agncultural and economic recovery of the country. 
Moreover, d~ ~ penod of une~ploym~nt •. these works meet the primary requirements _ 
of the population m poor mountamous dlStncts by providing work. 
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ANNEX. 

QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO THE GOVERIDIE."'lTS. 

I. A brief description of the main public works: o 

(a) Undertaken since the beginning of the year 1929 and now completed; 
(b) Now in course of execution; 
Jc) The ex;ecution of which is at present in contemplation or schemes for which 

are m preparation. 

~e te~ "p~blic works " is intended to _include the various categories of work 
mentioned m the hst annexed to the present ctrcular, and the public works dl'!ICrihed 
should, as far as possible, be classified according to the categories shown in that list. 

II. The principal administrative methods followed or contemplated for the execution 
of the work referred to in I, and any legal provisions relating to such work. 

(Has the work in question been carried out, or is it being, or to be, carried out 
on behalf s:~f or by the order of a central, regional or local or other authority, or on 
behalf of a company holding a concession from public services, or on behalf of privute 
persons receiving a grant from the public authorities? Is such work being carried 
out directly by the authorities, or by contract, etc.?) 

III. The principal methods employed for financing such work. 
(Is the expenditure on the work charged to the ordinary or the extraordinary 

budget of the State, the budget of regional or local administrations, the budgets of 
public bodies, etc., or is it financed by an internal or external loan? Security of 
such loans; plans of repayment, etc.) • 

IV. An estimate, as far as is possible, of the allocatio!l of expenclit.ure on the ex;ecution 
of the public works referred to in I, as between matenals and eq~1pment prov1ded by 
national or foreign industries, on the one hand, and labour-that IS to say, wagt'l and 
miscellaneous social expenditure--on the other. 

V. The Government's opinion with regard to the effects obtai~ed or expe<.~ from 
the execution of the public works referred to in I on the resumption of economic and 
industrial activities and on unemployment. 

CLAssiFICATION OP Pt.l'BLIC WoRKS BY CATEGORIES. 

(a) Roads and bridges. 0 

(b) Railway lines, including tr~ways, metropolitan railways. etc. (II J>OMIMe, 
mention the more important construction ~orks separa~ely.) . . . . 

(c) Complete a~icultural land reclamation (dra1nage, IJTlgat~on, cons~rlntl;: 
dwelling-houses and various new buildings •. or establishment of ent1re new t emen • 
country roads and other works connected WJtb land settlement). . 



· (d) Canals and other inland waterways. (including improveme~t work ~m r~vers, 
defensive work against floods, etc.). (Work not already included under (c).)' :·.- · . 

(ej Land-improvement work, bringing of new \a.nd under cultivation, reafforesta:. 
tion, etc. (Work not already included under (c).) '.' .. · · 

(f) Provision of drinking-water supplies and sewage disposal. . {Work not already 
included under (c).) _ . , · __ . 

(g) Work carried out in sea and river· ports, including mechanical equipm~nt of 
such ports. _ 

(h) Work for the establishment of airports. 
(i) Building and construction work forming part of a general plan and carried out 

(or to be carried out) with the participation or approval of public authorities, classified 
according to category (administrative buildings, dwelling-houses, etc.). (Wprk not 
already included under (c).) . · 

(j) Electric installations, hydro-electric a~d heating power centres, motive power 
transmission. · - · - -· - -, 

~ . . 
(k) Gasworks and long-distance gas supply. 
(l) Telegraph and telephone installations, wireless broadcasting stations, 
{m) Other work. · 


